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Abstract 

Hidden possibilities – Possible uses of hillforts in southern Gwynedd, north-west 

Wales, Dolda möjligheter – Möjliga användningar av fornborgar i södra Gwynedd, 

nordvästra Wales. 

Only one of the hillforts of southern Gwynedd has been submitted to a small 

excavation, and the forts in this study are quite forgotten in the larger British hillfort 

research. This thesis explores the forts’ possible uses through an analysis of their 

landscape setting, accessibility and view, architecture, internal features and 

archaeological setting. The result of the analysis show a variety of uses , for example 

related to occupation, trade, exchange or communication, agriculture and 

pastoralism, defence, religion and ritual. In addition, some larger patterns, 

connections and pairings of forts also come to light. Hopefully this study will lead to a 

heightened interest in, and future studies and excavations of the forts of southern 

Gwynedd. 

Keywords: Hillfort, GIS, hillfort uses, north-western Wales, possibilities, landscape 

context, isolation, accessibility, architecture, archaeological context. 
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has been a source for inspiration. Thank you as well Professors Kaliff and Herschend 

for your professional mentoring and friendly support. Finally, I am very grateful for the 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Hillforts are as many phenomena hard to define, since they vary in most aspects and 

the term includes many shapes and sizes. What can be said is that they were areas 

delimitated by ditches, banks, ramparts and/or walls and natural features (Olausson 

1995) and that much energy and motivation was required to build them (Crew & 

Musson 1996:15). It is probable that they had many different uses, even within the 

same regions (Lynch et al. 2000:157). This thesis is an analysis of possible uses of 

the hillforts of southern Gwynedd.  

It begins with an introduction to the study area and an outline of the main questions, 

methods, theories, delimitations and earlier research. In the main text, the forts’ 

landscape setting, accessibility and isolation, view and intervisibility, architecture, 

internal archaeological remains and archaeological context, are presented together 

with archaeological theories concerning them. This is followed by a discussion of 

possible uses of the forts and a conclusion. The thesis ends with personal reflections 

and recommendations for further research.  

1.2 Purpose and main questions 

The purpose of this thesis is to try and discern possible uses of fifteen hillforts in 

southern Gwynedd. Aspects, relations and contexts of the forts are examined for this 

purpose. Because of the very limited excavation data, but often extensive surveys of 

the forts – a landscape dominated analysis is made with the help of ArcGIS. All 

possibilities derivable from the analysis are included in the material presentation and 

discussion. Some might be more feasible than others, but the aim of the study is to 

discover the possible uses of the forts. Hopefully it will increase the interest in these 

mostly quite forgotten hillforts and perhaps inspire future excavations –which would 

add to the knowledge about hillforts in this area as well as contribute to the larger 

scientific perspective. Remote areas of Britain need to be studied in greater detail to 

add to the studies of hillforts – often dominated by conclusions drawn from well-

studied areas.  

Main questions:  

What possible uses are there of the hillforts in this study area? 

What do these aspects tell us about the hillforts' possible uses?: 

• Landscape setting 

• Accessibility and isolation, view and intervisibility 

• Architecture 

• Hillfort interiors and archaeological contexts of forts 
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1.3 Method, delimitations and source criticism 

The fifteen forts of the study were chosen with the help of Dr Driver, who has spent 

several years surveying and studying this area. There are more settlement remains 

classified as hillforts in the area, and some archaeologists might not consider some 

of the sites in the study hillforts. Since the definition of hillforts is very indistinct, Dr 

Driver’s local experience and knowledge made up the basis for the choice of sites in 

the study. 

GIS- analysis 

The GIS- analysis began with a scanning and rectification of the Ordnance Survey 

OL23 and OL18 maps from 2008 and 2013 (Ordnance survey 2008:2013). Because 

of time- and space limitations, areas of only circa one kilometre in all directions from 

the fifteen forts were digitalized. Features on the Ordnance Survey maps, considered 

irrelevant for the study were excluded. In addition, all ancient remains within these 

areas were added to the maps from the databases Coflein and Archwilio. The source 

references for all forts and remains included can be found in the source description 

“Web pages and online databases”, “Other” and in the excel table over ancient 

remains. All remains from the Bronze Age, Iron Age, Roman times, Medieval times, 

the ones marked “post-medieval?” and “Unknown” were incorporated, to cover the 

entire time-span during which the hillforts possibly could have been used 

(Waddington 2013:9:12:25). The size of the forts was also compared with the tool 

“calculate area” and illustrated with a table. 

Furthermore, a topographic map was created and a hillshade calculated, to enhance 

visual experience and understanding. In order to examine which of the forts were 

built most isolated or closest to other forts, 1000m buffers were created around them 

and studied. The archaeological contexts around the hillforts were analysed by 

looking at the remains within these buffers. This analysis consisted of studying 

whether the forts were surrounded by a majority of remains from a certain time period 

and if they were mostly surrounded by remains from settlement, agriculture or 

ritual/religion. The analysis is meant to show all individual contexts of the forts, and 

therefore the remains occurring within several buffers were included in all individual 

analyses – and may appear several times.  

From the hillshade, slope, aspect, visibility and view were calculated. The results of 

the slope calculation were used mostly in the study of the accessibility of the forts. 

Individual aspects of the forts were calculated and illustrated with one diagram over 

all aspects put together. These were considered in the study of the orientations of 

forts. Moreover, the viewshed (view) and visibility of the forts were for example 

discussed in the accessibility chapter. To determine how visible the forts are, random 

viewpoints (100m apart) over an area of about one kilometre in all directions from the 

forts were created, and a calculation showed from how many of the points the forts 
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can be seen. This analysis must be seen as a general appreciation of the forts’ 

visibility.  

The GIS-analysis also included digitalisations of geology- and soil type maps in the 

study area. They were created by digitalizing an image of the study area from Google 

Earth and rectifying a part of a geological map over Wales respectively Waddington’s 

image of Welsh soil types, and adding the locations of the forts taken from the Coflein 

and Archwilio databases (Google Earth 2009g; Natural Environment research 

council; Waddington 2013 Fig. 3.1; Gwynedd archaeological trust n.d (a); Musson & 

Dutton 1994; Smith 2009b-d; Driver 2007:2010: 2013b:c; RCAHMW; Wiles 2004a-

g:2007a-c).  

When parts of the thesis are based on the digitalisations and analyses described 

above, their sources are listed as “digitalisation pp.7-8”. Some sections of the thesis 

were based on the entire Ordnance Survey Maps from 2008 and 2013 and literature. 

In those cases, the literary sources are referred to as well as the maps as “Ordnance 

Survey 2008: 2013”.  

As a reader of this thesis, it is very important to keep in mind that GIS is not a fool-

proof method. It does not provide exact information, can hold computer errors and 

creates exact limits between areas that in nature are more fluent. It was a useful tool 

to employ in this analysis, since very little excavation data was available. The 

digitalization and rectification of paper maps may have errors, misunderstandings or 

be influenced by personal views of the author. She is aware of possible human error 

and the fact that no one is completely objective. Furthermore, it was the author that 

chose from which time periods to include remains and she who categorized them. In 

GIS-analyses, one almost always has to make theoretical decisions and the ones 

made by the author have affected which type of results that were reached. The 

categorizations of remains were made to enable their analysis, appropriate for the 

extent of the thesis. The fact that many remains in the area are undated and that 

many probably have been destroyed or are not found yet distorts any analyses of it. 

In addition, it is important to remember that the GIS tools viewshed, slope and 

visibility do not take vegetation and the unknown original height of the forts’ 

architectural aspects in account. The easiest approaches to the forts were 

determined through an analysis of the slope. Cost path analyses, which would have 

shown the easiest paths to the forts from certain locations, were not possible to 

calculate in GIS with the data available.  

Moreover, one needs to remember that the land cover and water tables are different 

today than they were in the time of use of the forts. Maps’ showing ancient land-cover 

or water-level changes were not available to the author of the thesis. Neither have 

any pollen analyses been performed in the study area. What is known is that the 

study area was wetter and colder in the Iron Age than today and that people probably 

relied on a mixed economy, which has been taken into consideration (Aldhouse-

Green & Davies 2000:144ff; Waddington 2013:5-12:25:66; Brown 2008:188). Even 
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though the ancient land cover and water tables are quite unknown, they were 

considered because of their relevance for the study. For example large lakes, rivers 

and the Irish Sea were not completely different in the Iron Age, and can therefore be 

seen as relevant aspects. Overall, the GIS-analysis was a good method to use in this 

thesis and it hopefully presents the reader with a good general perspective on 

prehistoric conditions.  

Theory  

Hillfort research and the results from the GIS-analysis were used to interpret the forts’ 

architecture, internal features and archaeological context. The main authors used are 

Bowen and Gresham (1967), Brown (2009), Driver (2008:2013) and Waddington 

(2013). Ian Brown is one of the leading archaeologists in British hillfort studies and 

his book “Beacons in the landscape” from 2009 provides a modern synthesis of 

hillfort studies in England and Wales. Bowen and Gresham wrote the “History of 

Merioneth” in 1967, which contains the most comprehensive description so far of the 

ancient remains in the study area. Waddington’s book “The settlements of Northwest 

Wales” from 2013 presents much valuable information of prehistoric settlement 

patterns, climatic conditions, hillfort architecture and statistics in north-west Wales. 

Driver’s PhD thesis and article from 2008 concern hillforts and their architecture in 

north Ceredigion – an area bordering southern Gwynedd to the south. This was very 

useful in the study of the GIS-analysis and hillfort architecture (Driver 2008:2013a).  

The examination of the forts’ architecture and archaeological context also included 

the use of information from the Coflein and Archwilio databases and RCAHMW 

records. The Archwilio database provides online access to archaeological sites 

registered at Welsh archaeological trusts, and records from the Gwynedd 

archaeological trust were used in this thesis. Archwilio includes scheduled and 

unscheduled sites and some hypothetical sites. The Coflein database provides online 

access to much of the Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments of 

Wales’ records. Both Archwilio and Coflein were used in the study, because several 

remains relevant to it are not registered in both. The two databases often tentatively 

date the registered remains despite that many have not been excavated.  

RCAHMW record cards were studied during a research trip to the study area and 

Aberystwyth, and provide short descriptions of most sites as well as detailed 

drawings of their architecture. They have not been updated since the late 1970’s, but 

are in some cases one of the few sources of information concerning the hillforts in the 

study. The author has also visited the forts of Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg, Foel Caethle, 

Craig yr Aderyn, Castell y Gaer and Pared y Cefnhir, which hopefully helped her 

understanding of them.  

The thesis mostly concerns the Iron Age. This was a choice based on time- and scale 

limitations, but also on the fact that all of the forts are tentatively dated to the Iron Age 

or Roman Iron Age and that none of them are extensively excavated (digitalization on 

pp. 7-8). No extensive discussion about possible dates based on architecture, 
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building material or such is made, since it would not have resulted in certain dates. 

Therefore such a discussion was considered not to contribute much to the analysis. It 

was a conscious choice not to include historical written sources concerning hillforts. 

The author wanted to analyse the possible uses of the forts from a material 

perspective. Historical written sources probably can help in the study of uses of forts, 

but also puts in to play many pre-existing notions about Iron Age British society and 

the “Celts”.  

Theoretical considerations 

In scientific studies, it is important to consider the terms that are used. The term 

‘hillfort’ implies a defensive use, and is for this reason not ideal to employ in 

discussions of them. A term reflecting forts’ possible diverse uses would be more 

suitable for future studies. Ramparts, walls and banks of the forts are referred to as 

just that and not as defences, to avoid labelling them as defensive. In addition, the 

forts’ uses are discussed and not their functions, since that term implies singular uses 

of the forts. The people of Iron Age Wales and Britain are referred to as just that, and 

are not called Celts, because it is not certain whether they considered themselves a 

coherent cultural group and called themselves Celts.  

Some possible religious or ritual uses are discussed in the thesis. This is a subject 

challenging to analyse for archaeologists studying prehistoric societies. Because of 

the limited material remains of the Iron Age religion and rituals in this area of north-

west Wales, mostly general conclusions about the British Iron Age religion are 

applied on the material in the study (Brown 2009:209; Driver 2007:136). The 

conclusions drawn from these analogies must be seen as possibilities and 

hypotheses.  

Possible monumental aspects of the forts are investigated in the study. Monumental 

features are defined as those with almost or no practical use for the defence of the 

forts; elaborate aspects with no other explanation that symbolic, political or cultural 

uses (Driver 2013a:85-141). Important to keep in mind is that this is only one theory, 

and that architectural features could have had many meanings and uses. 

Furthermore, in the comparison of the forts’ number of banks - classifications are 

used to a small extent. Classifications are modern divisions and cannot be 

considered relaying the exact differences between forts, but are sometimes useful to 

present general relations between several sites.  

Abbreviations and explanations 

OD: Ordnance date/ meters above sea level 

RCAHMW: Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales 

Crag/Craig: A rocky protrusion  

GIS: Geographical Information Systems 
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Snowdonia: National park covering the study area and most of Gwynedd 

M: meters 

Promontory: A mass of land often with steep slopes, almost cut off from the larger 

headland, which can overlook water or land.  

Hafod: farm 

Time periods used, from Davies and Lynch (2000) 

The late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age transition: c.800-550 cal BC 

The Early Iron Age: 550-400 cal BC 

The Middle Iron Age: 400-150 cal BC 

The Late Iron Age: 150 cal BC to the Roman conquest 

Roman/Romano-British Iron Age: 50BC- AD 100/43AD 

Roman conquest of Wales achieved during the campaigns of Frontinus (74-77AD) 

1.4 Earlier research  

North-west Wales and southern Gwynedd 

Many ancient remains in the southern Gwynedd area are well preserved, which made 

it a centre for archaeological and antiquarian studies in the early 20th century. 

Several stone-walled hillforts were excavated, and descriptions of architecture and 

findings in roundhouses were published in this time. Hughes (1912), for example, 

catalogued buildings and finds in roundhouses he had excavated in north-west 

Wales. Excavations provided quite superficial recordings of archaeological contexts 

and stratigraphic sequences and often concerned upstanding remains.  

Hillforts with stone walls were presumed to be of Romano-British and medieval dates, 

because of findings from those periods in superficial occupation layers of a few forts. 

The walled forts were thought to have been built in the 2nd century AD onwards and 

embanked forts and promontory forts in the later Iron Age. Early interpretations were 

affected by the methodologies used, and the wide range of architectural features in 

hillforts, were thought to represent different dates. The early 20th century fieldwork 

and inventories were collected and published by the RCAHMW in 1921 (Waddington 

2013:3f:38f). 

Several more sophisticated excavations were carried out in the 1950’s and 60’s. In 

1967 Bowen and Gresham published a settlement typology, in which they recorded 

the settlements of southern Gwynedd (Waddington 2013:4:39). This volume contains 

many early 20th century theoretical views. The architectural differences of the forts in 

southern Gwynedd were explained as works by different non co-operating settlers. 
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Smaller forts built further inland were believed to have been local developments 

(Bowen & Gresham 1967:129fff:172). These theories were later questioned by Hogg 

(Hogg 1972:20). Savory and Alcock’s excavations in the 1960’s in north-west Wales 

produced much earlier and later fort dates than previously assumed, which opened 

up the discussion for new interpretations (Waddington 2013:4:39).  

More classifications and settlement organization schemes were published in the 

1970’s and 80’s, but the problem of the much varied settlement forms and little 

chronological data became more and more obvious (Waddington 2013:4:39). The 

theories concerning the possible uses of forts had now evolved and forts in southern 

Gwynedd were thought for example to have been economic and administrative 

centres as well as defences. The processual archaeology of the 70’s and 80’s was 

problem oriented and system theories were often used to examine larger social 

patterns and environmental causes for the emergence of hillforts. Architectural 

features of forts were also in focus, and they were labelled with names imbued with 

the presumption of their defensive purposes (Driver 2008:3). 

In the 1990’s and 2000’s, radiocarbon dates and modern excavations have revealed 

that most forts had 1st millennium BC origins and only a few were raised in the 1st 

millennium AD – unlike previously thought. This has meant that the prehistory of the 

area has become clearer and the early medieval period more obscure, although, 

some sites also hold Romano-British and early Medieval findings - pointing to second 

periods of occupation in those times. There has been a discussion about the dates of 

internal small walled enclosures/towers and small annexes. Longley (1996) has 

argued that internal small enclosures, such as the one in Tal y Gareg hillfort were 

later additions, while Smith (2009a) argues that they might have been of late Iron 

Age dates. In addition, the excavation by Crew at Bryn y Castell, close to the 

northern forts of this study have revealed a fort with special activities constructed in 

the middle Iron Age (Waddington 2013:4:40).  

A few large projects on roundhouse settlement in the 2000’s have revealed that the 

Iron Age lowland settlement is badly dilapidated due to modern farming and 

settlement, while the upland settlement in stone is much better preserved. Aerial 

photographs are helpful in these conditions. Furthermore, broader discussions of the 

society in prehistoric north-western Wales have been published by for example by 

Lynch et al. in 2000 and Brown in 2009. A very extensive presentation and 

discussion of settlements in north-west Wales was published by Waddington in 2013 

(Waddington 2013:5). One of the most important developments in hillfort studies in 

the 2000’s is that they are no longer thought to have had singular uses. The Iron Age 

society did not divide it into religion, economy and so forth, and therefore 

archaeologists should neither do so (Yeates 2008:253; Brown 2009:134). 

The forts of the study and their dates 

The information available of the forts of the study varies in quantity, which in some 

cases could be a result of that some forts were not recorded or discovered until quite 
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recently. All forts have been surveyed to various extents by the RCAHMW, but only 

the lower Moel Offrwm fort has been excavated.  

The 1921 RCAHMW inventory over southern Gwynedd (Merionydd) was published 

after a survey in the 1910’. The architecture and settings of Craig yr Aderyn, higher 

Moel Offrwm, Castell y Gaer, Castell Mawr and Craig y Castell were presented from 

an early 20th century perspective, with an assumption of their use as defence. Castell 

y Gaer was thought to perhaps having been used as a strong temporary refuge, and 

Tal y Gareg was only shortly mentioned, described as two short trenches (RCAHMW 

1921:9: 104:112:128). The lower Moel Offrwm fort was excavated to a small extent in 

1926 by Wynne-Jones and Chitty, during which they found a roundhouse, areas of 

black soil holding burnt bone fragments, a bronze finger ring and a possibly Roman 

pottery shard. They also believed that this fort was built on a Bronze Age cairn (Chitty 

1929:279). Already in 1874, the findings of pottery, an object of sheet lead and a 

curved lead bar in Craig yr Aderyn were discussed in Archaeologia Cambrensis, 

when another almost identical sheet lead object was found at the tumuli of Tomen 

Pentref in Gwynedd (Parker 1874:315f).  

Bowen and Gresham provided more extensive descriptions, detailed plans, new 

theories and possible dates in 1967 over the forts mentioned above and a few more 

that had been discovered. Craig yr Aderyn was tentatively dated to prehistory, based 

on the findings of the Romano-British pottery and the fort’s building techniques. Tal y 

Gareg was described in detail and Bowen and Gresham suggested that it could have 

been used in early medieval times. They believed that its inner enclosure/tower could 

have given the fort a use as a small castle in that time. The lower Moel Offrwm was 

presented, and 20 something hut circles inside higher Moel Offrwm were first 

mentioned and illustrated here. Bowen and Gresham were the first to question the 

absence of elaborate defences at the eastern side of Castell Mawr (Bowen & 

Gresham 141-169).  

In addition, they described Castell y Gaer as a hastily raised beach head fort by 

skilled constructors, in a poor defensive position. Pared y Cefnhir’s architecture and 

interior was recorded and it was believed to perhaps have acted as a temporary 

refuge that could hold many people. Its pastoral use was doubted, because of the 

fort’s steep surroundings. Moreover, Craig y Castell was described as a family sized 

fort, possibly used for refuge and not permanent occupation. Castell y Waun was 

introduced as an unfinished fort, perhaps meant to look like Craig y Castell. Finally, 

Moel Faner hillfort was recorded, and a description of its dominant setting and view 

was given. This fort was not considered well defended because of its slight ramparts 

(Bowen & Gresham 141-169). 

The RCAHMW recorded Craig yr Aderyn, Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Pared y Cefnhir 

and Castell y Waun in the late 1960’s and 70’s. The descriptions of architecture, 

setting and layout and illustrations were in almost all cases based on the Bowen and 

Gresham 1967 publication. Detailed illustrations were added to some records 
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(RCAHMW 1972a:b:1973b:c:d). Llechrwyd had been observed in the 1930’s, but was 

now presented as a promontory fort (RCAHMW 1972c). In addition, the foundations 

of a rectangular hut inside Castell y Gaer were registered (RCAHMW 1977) and the 

natural dividing rock outcrops inside Craig y Castell were described as a dilapidated 

inner enclosure (RCAHMW 1973a). Tal y Gareg, Castell y Gaer, Craig y Castell and 

Castell y Waun were in these records tentatively dated to the Iron Age (RCAHMW 

1972a:b:c:1973a:b:c:d:1977). 

Moel Faner, Bwlch hillfort and Foel Caethle were surveyed by the RCAHMW in 1994, 

and this was the first recording of Bwlch, but Foel Caethle had been photographed in 

1989 (Wiles 2004d:2007a; Driver 2013c). Graig Fach Goch was among other forts in 

the study included in Crew and Musson’s “Snowdonia from the air” in 1996 (Crew & 

Musson 1996). After a survey, a detailed description of Tal y Gareg fort was 

published by Longley in 1995. This contained several illustrations of its possible 

phases, perhaps dating from prehistory into early medieval times and its 

archaeological and modern context. Llechrwyd and Castell Mawr were also briefly 

described by Longley (Longley 1995:4f).  

Craig yr Aderyn, Tal y Gareg, Llechrwyd, lower and higher Moel Offrwm, Castell 

Mawr, Castell y Gaer, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell, Moel Faner, Foel Caethle, 

Graig Fach Goch and Llety’r Hwsmon were in the 2000’s all registered in the National 

Monuments record and published online in the Coflein database. The database 

provides summaries of the above mentioned studies of the forts, sometimes with 

minor additions or changes, as well as mostly valuable insights by the surveyors of 

the forts. Castell y Waun and Bwlch are also described in the database, but only very 

briefly. In addition, the Coflein database provides good quality aerial photographs 

over the sites (Driver 2007:2010:2013b:c:d; Wiles 2004a:b:c:d:d:g:2007a:b:c; 

RCAHMW n.d). Similar descriptions of Craig yr Aderyn, Tal y Gareg, Llechrwyd, 

Castell y Gaer, Pared y Cefnhir, Bwlch and Foel Caethle have been published in the 

Archwilio database (Smith 2009b:c:d; Gryffud & Riley 1992: Gwynedd archaeological 

trust n.d (a): (b)).  

In Coflein and Archwilio, the sites have been cautiously dated. Craig yr Aderyn is 

dated to Iron Age and Romano-British Iron Age in Coflein and to prehistory in 

Archwilio (Driver 2013b:Smith 2009c). Tal y Gareg is dated to the Iron Age by Coflein 

but possibly early medieval times by Archwilio (Wiles 2004f: Smith 2009d). 

Furthermore, Foel Caethle and Bwlch are dated to the Iron Age by Coflein and to 

prehistory by Archwilio (Gwynedd Archaeological trust n.d.(b); Wiles 2004d; Driver 

2007; Musson & Dutton 1994). In the cases of Llechrwyd, Castell y Gaer and Pared y 

Cefnhir, Coflein puts them in the Iron Age while Archwilio date them to the Roman 

Iron Age (Wiles 2004b:g; Gryffud & Riley 1992; Smith 2009b; Driver 2013d; Gwynedd 

archaeological trust: record n.d(a)). In the Coflein database, the lower and higher 

Moel Offrwm forts, Castell Mawr, Castell y Waun and Llety’r Hwsmon are believed to 

be of Iron Age dates (Wiles 2004a:2007b: 2007c: RCAHMW n.d.(a)). Moel Faner is 
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put down as Iron Age and unknown, and Craig y Castell as prehistoric (Wiles 

2004c:2007a). 

2. Study 

2.1 Introduction to the study area 

A decline in the climate began around 1250BC which worsened after 850BC and was 

at its coolest and wettest around 650BC. This led to deteriorating living conditions in 

the study area, probably pushing settlement lower in the landscape. People were 

likely forced to become more pastoral in the Iron Age, and the shrinking of land 

suitable for agriculture was accompanied by a heavier investment in land- and space 

divisions. The majority of Iron Age settlements though were not fortified, and were 

often built in perishable materials. Many later Iron Age settlements and several 

hillforts were occupied into or reoccupied in Romano-British times. Some hillforts are 

thought to have been re-settled in early medieval times. The occupants of forts in 

different times probably did not have the same beliefs, and since society and 

environment always changes, so did they (Aldhouse-Green & Davies 2000:144ff; 

Waddington 2013:5-12:25:66; Brown 2008:188).   

The study area consists of the southernmost part of Gwynedd, roughly 215 km2. It is 

lined by natural borders except for to the east - to the south by the mouth of the Dyfi 

River, to the west by the Irish Sea and in the north by the Mawddach River. Some of 

the hillforts lie just to the east of the bend of Afon Mawddach. An area of forested 

land stretches diagonally in the eastern part of the study area, beginning to the east 

of the Tal y Llyn valley. The land cover consists mostly of grassland, cultivated land 

and upland moorlands. Afon Dysynni River horizontally divides the study area in two 

parts. Four relatively large lakes lie in the area – Tal y Llyn in the east, Llyn Cau in 

the north-east and the two lakes of Cregennan to the north. In addition, hill-ranges 

and the mountain range of Cadair Idris as well as river valleys and valleys intersect 

the entire area, running in south-western/north-eastern orientations. The stone-rich 

landscape is reflected in the many structural remains built in stone, and the acidic soil 

has provided poor preservation conditions for organic and metal remains 

(Waddington 2013:61: Ordnance Survey 2008:2013).  

The number of forts in the study area is relatively typical for the western central 

Welsh coast. There are a few concentrations of forts on the central western Welsh 

coast, for example around Aberystwyth in Ceredigion to the south and around the 

Mawddach River in and north of the study area (see fig. 1 appendix). This pattern 

represents the forts that have been found so far (RCAHMW 2014). 
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 Fig. 1 

 

(Based on Google Earth 2009h: 2013; digitalisation pp.7-8) 
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2.2 Landscape setting 

Where and why hillforts were raised was probably influenced by the surrounding 

environment and climate. Some archaeologists believe that these factors had a 

determinant role and others do not. In any case, as Waddington puts it – settlements 

should be viewed in their wider landscape, since they were part of a larger society 

and landscape (Brown 2009: 182; Waddington 2013: 69). 

Hillfort distribution and placement 

In the area chosen for this study, clusters of four hillforts north of the coastal strip 

surrounding Tywyn and Broadwater respectively at the convergence of the 

Mawddach and Wnion rivers in the northeast are visible. No geological type is 

dominant at the fort sites (digitalisation pp.7-8), but all were raised on brown earth 

(see fig. 2&3 appendix). The basic soil types visible today were established at the 

beginning of the Iron Age, and in Wales and the Marches, 46% of the hillforts were 

built in brown earths (Lynch et al. 2000:144; Brown 2009:185). Brown (2009:189) 

writes that this dominant placement pattern (and in the study area – completely 

dominant) points to that the fort builders deliberately chose sites with good 

prerequisites for agriculture (Brown 2009:189).   

Crags, ridges and hills at the edge of the upland, which in this area lies very close to 

the coast, hold the hillforts. Crag yr Aderyn and the northern group of forts along the 

Mawddach River were put a little further inland than the others, but still have easy 

access to coastal lowland because of their close connection to the rivers of 

Mawddach and Dysynni. They also have a closer link to the upland area to the east. 

None of the forts were raised in mountainous inland (digitalisation pp.7-8; Ordnance 

Survey 2008:2013).   

Most forts overlook river valleys, with access to coastal resources and routes into the 

uplands. Coastal zones and the edges of the uplands were the focus for most 

settlement in the Iron Age in north-western Wales (Waddington 2013:84f; Driver 

2013a:150f). Forts placed in such locations may be a result of the need for access to 

lowland agricultural zones and upland pasture (Brown 2009:207). It would have given 

the fort users possibilities for transhumance practices but also access to exchange 

networks in the Irish Sea (Waddington 2013:84f). The large settlement pressure on 

these upland edges probably increased conflicts, and the need for defence may have 

been a cause for the development of hillforts (Driver 2013a:150f). Building forts as 

coastal promontories or close to the coast also placed them in milder climatic 

conditions (Lynch et al. 2000:144; Brown 2008:185). 

The lack of excavations in the study area makes it very hard to assess the extent of 

pastoralism and agriculture in connection to hillforts. Welsh Iron Age settlements 

outside the mountainous core probably relied on a mixed farming regime. Increasing 

evidence show that grain was produced at higher altitudes in this time than previously 

thought. Forts that relied on pastoralism in the study area would have needed to 
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keep cattle in the fort or a corral over night or have put much energy into shepherding 

and guarding them, since cattle would have been vulnerable to raiding and wild 

animals when unprotected. There is much evidence of valuable stock living in 

connection to people in the Iron Age, and owning cattle would have enhanced one’s 

status. Annexes have been proposed as stock enclosures by many archaeologists 

(Brown 2009:126fff: 210f).  

Furthermore, hillforts built at the edges of the uplands could have been part of a 

system of transhumance, as described by Brown (2009:210). Lowland stock could 

have been driven to higher pasture in the summer in which hill- and coastal forts 

were bases of operations for shepherds. This theory is not easily proven, but Brown 

thinks this must have taken place in the Iron Age as it did in the hafod and hendre 

pattern of later times. Alcock also put forth this theory earlier in the 20th century in a 

study of northern Welsh hillforts. Finally, forts in upland/lowland positions could have 

been bases for seasonal resource collection, where people travelled from more 

densely habituated areas to the hillfort fringe-zones where they could collect other  

resources (Brown 2009:210f). 

Environmental setting 

The southernmost fort of the study area, Foel Caethle lies circa 160m OD on the 

westernmost summit of the hill of Foel Caethle. The hill is faced by a small strip of 

coastal plain to the west and larger parts of highland, blocking its view to the south 

and north. In the east, Happy Valley splits into two smaller passes that isolates the 

hill of Foel Caethle. Circa 2.5 kilometres to the north, Graig Fach Goch occupies a 

similar position at a height of about 200m OD on a hill at the end of a larger massif. 

Its setting is partly cut off to the north-east and south-west by small stream clefts. The 

fort faces the large Tywyn coastal plain where the Dysynni and Tal y Llyn valleys 

open onto the floodplain (digitalisation pp.7-8) (see fig. 4&5 appendix). Crossing the 

coastal strip to the north-west and passing Broadwater, circa 3.5 kilometres away, 

one encounters the rest of the forts clustered around the Tywyn coastal strip.  

Llechrwyd, Talygareg and Castell Mawr all occupy the ridge of Mynydd Tal y Garreg, 

which is an isolated narrow ridge with a few outcrops running in a north-east/south-

west direction for circa 1.5 kilometres. Its south-west end is very steep, and there Tal 

y Gareg fort occupies one of the highest summits about 170m OD and Llechrwyd its 

southwest-ward coastal promontory circa 70m OD (digitalisation p.7-8; Longley 

1995:2: 5). Castell Mawr lies on a rocky summit, about 120m OD on the ridge’s north-

eastern end. Mynydd Tal y Garreg is faced by the mouth of the Dysynni Valley to the 

east/south-east, the larger floodplain/ coastal strip to the south and Broadwater delta 

passes just south of its south-west end. To the north, a small valley separates it from 

a larger block of highland rising up to 200m OD, and in the west a slim strip of coastal 

plain and the hill of Foel Llanfendigaid lie (digitalisation pp.7-8; Bowen & Gresham 

1967:153; Wiles 2004a; The Royal Commission 1921:128). To the north-east on the 

small isolated hill of Foel Llanfendigaid, Bwlch hillfort was built circa 120m OD. The 
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fort faces the entrance to the slim valley that runs north of Mynydd Tal y Gareg and 

ends in a pass north of Foel Llanfendigaid (digitalisation pp.7-8; Driver 2007: Musson 

& Dutton 1994)(see fig.6,7,8 appendix).  

Following the Dysynni River 5-6 kilometres northeast-wards, one comes upon Craig 

yr Aderyn hillfort that towers about 180m OD on the south-eastern side of the 

Dysynni valley. This fort was built on a north-western summit of the partly isolated 

crag of Craig yr Aderyn that protrudes a little into the Dysynni valley – making it a 

striking sight. The crag is part of a larger ridge of hills that runs between the valleys of 

Dysynni and Tal y llyn. It is somewhat isolated by small river clefts to the north-east 

and south-west and a steep hillface to the north/north-west. The river cleft to the east 

holds the early stretches of the Dysynni river, running from Tal y Llyn and interflowing 

with Afon Cadair circa two kilometres north-east of the fort (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

Returning to the coast and travelling about 3.5 kilometres north of Bwlch hillfort, one 

reaches the hillfort of Castell y Gaer. This fort overlooks a coastal strip, the Irish Sea 

and Barmouth Bay to the south-west, west and north-west. It was built about 120m 

OD on a hillside part of a large hilly area called Allt-Lwyd, which continues to the 

south-east. To the north-east of the fort, a small stream cleft delimits the hillfort 

surroundings from the larger highland area of Pen y Garn (digitalisation pp.7-8) (see 

fig. 9, 10 appendix). 

About 7 kilometres north-east of Castell y Gaer, the first hillfort in the northern group 

of forts in the study occupies the south-western part of the relatively isolated and very 

steep ridge of Pared y Cefnhir at the impressive height of circa 370m OD. To the 

south of the ridge the two lakes of Cregennen lie. The ridge continues to the north-

east for a couple hundred meters, and is part of a north-east/south-west hilly area 

running south of the Mawddach river valley. It is lined to the south-west, south and 

south-east by the Dolgellau valley. The valley begins at the Mawddach river valley to 

the north-west of the fort and curves in a small river cleft west of the Cregennen lakes 

to the south and then continues past the ridge to the southeast.  

The hilly area which Pared y Cefnhir is part of is delimited by the river cleft of the 

Gwynant in the north-east. On the other side of this, the hill-block called Dolgedr 

holds the two forts of Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun at about 240m OD and 

275m OD. Craig y Castell was built on the south-western end of the hill-block, on the 

slope of a smaller hill that is partly isolated by steep slopes on all sides except to the 

north-east. The fort lies at the intersection of the small river cleft of the Gwynant and 

the Dolgellau valley. Circa one kilometre to the north, Castell y Waun was built on 

one of the highest summits of the hill-block. To the north of this, the Mawddach river 

valley flows, framed by a line of hills to the north-east/east of the fort. Between them 

and the Dolgedr is a small valley that begins a little to the east of the slopes by 

Castell y Waun and opens up to the Dolgellau valley (digitalisation pp.7-8; Ordnance 

Survey 2008:2013) (see fig. 11, 12&13 appendix).  
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The northernmost group of forts in the study lie a few kilometres to the northeast of 

this area, past the Afon Wnion River that runs through Dolgellau. The hillfort of Foel 

Faner was raised circa 280m OD on the southern/south-western part of a relatively 

isolated ridge that runs in a north/north-east-south/south-west direction for about 2-3 

kilometres. The ridge continues for circa 1.5 kilometres to the north/northeast of the 

fort, and is cut through by a stream cleft in the north before it continues. The stream 

cleft runs from the Mawddach to the eastern small valley holding the modern town of 

Llanfachreth. To the east of the ridge of Foel Faner, a slim pass with a lake reservoir 

divides it from the hill of Foel Offrwm. The east/west flowing Afon Wnion River runs 

south of Foel Faner and Offrwm in the valley surrounding Dolgellau. This interflows 

with the Mawddach River to the south-west of the hills.  

On the high, steep and isolated hill of Foel Offrwm that is quite oval in shape and has 

a length of circa 1.5 kilometres, the last three forts of the study were built. The higher 

Moel Offrwm hillfort was placed just by the highest summit of the hill circa 380m OD. 

The lower Moel Offrwm fort was built about 80m to the southwest below this, about 

300m OD on a protruding part of the hillside. About 500m to the south-east of this, 

the fort of Llety´r Hwsmon was built on a small spur circa 200m OD on the southern 

end of Foel Offrwm. The small valley of Llanfachreth bends from the north around the 

eastern side of Foel Offrwm down to the Afon Wnion, which makes the hill isolated 

from all sides (digitalisation pp.7-8; Ordnance Survey 2008:2013) (see fig. 14 & 15 

appendix). 

Dominance, control and defence 

Brown (2009: 190f) describes hillfort sites suitable for defence as hard to access and 

with water supply on site. Even if sieges probably were very uncommon in the Iron 

Age, having a fresh water supply within the fort would have been an important 

defensive aspect since the enemy could otherwise poison or cut off nearby streams 

or springs. Looking at coastal promontory forts today, they seem perfect as defensive 

sites, but their past topographic setting is not clear (Brown 2009:190f). All forts of the 

study area were built on heights and were quite inaccessible – some more than 

others (see ch. 2.3 ). No fort within the study area today contains a fresh water 

source (digitalisation pp.7-8), but that might not have been the case during their 

usage. The water tables in the Iron Age were probably higher than they are today 

and springs and streams may have flowed differently then. There is no evidence of 

hillfort inhabitants catching rainwater in tanks inside the forts (Brown 2009:87ff).  

Driver (2013a) believes that the location of hillforts tells us of the status of its builder 

and show social organization in the landscape. He defines so-called “prime locations” 

for forts, and describes them as the strongest, prominent or with the clearest 

geographical advantage for visual, political or military command over a certain 

territory. Forts on prime locations were built at barely accessible sites lined by steep 

slopes with little water- and timber supply, not suitable for permanent occupation. 

This kind of placement would have made them geographically and tactically superior. 
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Forts built away from the productive and densely settled lowlands would have 

needed a food- and communication network to survive, which points to that hillforts 

could have had some control over the farmers or that the hillfort occupants had a 

special status. Non-prime locations on the other hand, would have had a restricted 

view and have been places where it was hard to build advanced monumental or 

defensive forts (Driver 2013a:110f:142ff). 

Natural Resources 

Water 

Seven out of fifteen hillforts of the study were built within 2-3 kilometres from the Irish 

Sea; Foel Caethle, Graig Fach Goch, Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch 

and Castell y Gaer. All the other forts were placed in close proximity of rivers: Pared 

y Cefnhir, Castell y Waun and Craig y Castell lie between 1.5 -2.5 kilometres south of 

the Afon Mawddach. Craig yr Aderyn overlooks the Dysynni valley and river and have 

and interesting position about two kilometres south-west of its interfluve with the Afon 

Wnion. The forts on Foel Offrwm, Foel Faner Castell y Waun and Craig y Castell 

were built near the interfluve of the Mawddach and Wnion rivers. Furthermore, Foel 

Caethle, Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg and Castell Mawr lie near to where a large river 

flows into the sea. The forts nearby the rivers and in result river estuaries would have 

had access to good sources for food, travel and trade. The same access conditions 

apply for the forts close to the ocean. The estuaries of the Dyfi, Dysynni and 

Mawddach are quite large and hold wetland, sand and floodplain (digitalisation pp.7-

8; Longley 1995:8). 

All forts today have access to sources of fresh water in streams or springs at a 

distance of 50-200 meters, except Craig yr Aderyn, which lies about 500 metres from 

its closest fresh water source. The forts on Mynydd Tal y Gareg were built in close 

proximity to the Broadwater delta of the Dysynni River. Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y 

Castell, Foel Faner and the three forts on Foel Offrwm were all built within a few 

hundred meters of smaller lakes. The study area is quite a wet landscape, and down 

all heights holding forts, smaller streams and springs run. The lakes and rivers could 

have been good sources for nourishment for the hillfort occupants (digitalisation pp.7-

8; Brown 2009: 87). 

Forest/ isolated woodland 

Only Craig yr Aderyn, Foel Faner and the forts on Foel Offrwm were built within a few 

kilometres of larger forests, but every fort lie within circa one kilometre of small or 

medium sized patches of isolated woodland. The upland areas further inland are 

more forested, as are slopes along rivers. Forts lying closest to the sea have the 

furthest distance to any larger forests. This is the modern situation, and the Iron Age 

landscape probably looked different (digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Dry/watered land and watered downland  
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The isolated hills or part of larger hilly areas on which all forts within the study area lie 

are today used mostly for sheep- and cattle grazing. This land could probably have 

been used for small-scale pasture in the Iron Age as well, since the area is relatively 

wet and full of small freshwater streams and springs. Most of the modern farmland is 

located on small valley floors or on watered down-land which is made up of the 

floodplains along the rivers and streams. All forts were built within 1-2 kilometres of 

watered down-land; consisting of floodplains respectively coastal strips in the cases 

of Bwlch hillfort and Castell y Gaer (digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Mines and quarries 

Within a couple of kilometres from the forts of Graig Fach Goch, Pared y Cefnhir and 

Foel Faner there are disused mines, shafts and levels. Cutting into the foot of Craig 

yr Aderyn is a disused quarry and a few meters to the west/south-west of Llechrwyd 

and Tal y Gareg hillforts, is the modern quarry of Tonfanau. This has destroyed the 

setting of the forts, but unearthed a few artefacts (digitalisation pp.7-8; Longley 

1995:8).      

In the resource description above, Cunliffe’s model of ecological zones in relation to 

hillforts was applied on the study area, adapted to the local environment. All zones 

had different uses; forest could provide woodland food, timber and clay, isolated 

woodland; timber, woodland plants, fungi and pannage. Dry land and watered land 

could have been used for pasture and possibly agriculture and watered down-land 

would have been the perfect pasture within easy reach of water. Agriculture, pasture 

and the collection of hay and marsh for reeds and willow for thatching, wattle and 

baskets was perhaps made on floodplains. Finally, the mines and quarries in the 

vicinity of some forts demonstrate that the study area is rich in stone- and metal 

resources – which could have been exploited by the hillfort occupants. There is for 

example a possible Iron Age gold production centre on the flanks of the Mawddach 

estuary and possible prehistoric copper mines in the Aberdovey area, where a few of 

the hillforts are concentrated (digitalisation pp.7-8; Brown 2009:189:204:212; Crew & 

Musson 1996:10). 

The sea would have provided nourishment to the fort users, and lakes and rivers 

nourishment and fresh water. Their surrounding fauna and flora could also have been 

consumed and used for other household purposes. The resource zones would have 

been valuable in the Iron Age, and were probably guarded - perhaps by hillforts 

(Brown 2009:189: 204; Waddington 2013:85). Forts close to the coast would have 

controlled and relied on more maritime resources than those further inland. 

(digitalisation pp.7-8) The access to different kinds of resources would have enabled 

hillforts users to exploit the landscape and collect resources to redistribute through 

for example chiefly feasts, which would have enhanced the hillfort 

leader’s/occupants’ status (Driver 2013a:143).  

The study area is rich in minerals, and as mentioned, there is a possible Iron Age 

gold production centre on the flanks of the Mawddach estuary. Evidence has also 
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been recovered of Iron Age iron production at the settlement Crawcwellt west and 

Bryn y Castell hillfort. Brown (2009:120) thinks that the concentration of hillforts in the 

Dolgellau area and especially the higher Moel Offrwm fort may have been connected 

to the ironworking here. The higher Moel Offrwm is an unusually dominant and large 

fort in relation to the others, but has not been excavated.  

Relationships could have existed between close-lying production centres like 

Crawcwellt west and Bryn y Castell, and excavations demonstrate that many hillforts 

were engaged in small scale secondary iron production. A complex communication 

network between Ireland and Wales probably existed, perhaps continuing along to 

eastern England and the Continent, which gold and iron was part of. All iron 

producing forts were not part of this, and most produce was probably used internally. 

Iron production is also thought to have had symbolic and ritual connotations. To 

maintain the mystery of transforming ore into metal, iron smelting may have taken 

place in separated parts of settlements or hillforts (Brown 2009:199-204:212:120; 

Waddington 2013:102).  

Landscape features and special meanings 

Certain landscape features were seen as having ritual or religious connotations in the 

Iron Age. Water was thought of as life-giving, healing and a destroyer, and many 

remains of Iron Age ritual depositions in rivers, bogs, lakes and springs witness of 

their ritual or religious associations. For example, a hoard of fine metalwork was 

deposited close to Llyn Cau in the study area (see ch. 2.6). Most large British Iron 

Age metalwork depositions were made in rivers, and especially river confluences 

seem to have had a special ritual/religious importance and were focus for dense 

settlement. The veneration for water could have been determinant in the placement 

of forts and thus also have been one of their uses. 32,5% of all hillforts in the Severn, 

Wye and Usk catchment were built with a view over river confluences, and almost all 

important confluences are guarded by hillforts. These placements could in addition 

have had a connection to control over riverine trade and exchange (Brown 

2009:220ff; Waddington 2013:101). 

Furthermore, hills in themselves were the focus for religious activity – seen in the 

numerous ritual depositions at hillforts. Places where rivers flow into the sea could 

have held ritual associations, (Waddington 2013:101) as well as the coast and ocean 

(Barker & Driver 2011:82). The sea was a unifying element as well as a boundary – 

unifying people in ocean travel and acting as a liminal zone between land and sea. 

Some coastal promontory forts seem to have had an exclusive ceremonial or 

monumental role, with unusual features that cannot have been related to agriculture, 

defence or family life. Their often extreme positions seem to have been ill suited 

settings for domestic life or defence (Brown 2009:222; Barker & Driver 2011:65:82). 
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2.3 Accessibility and isolation, view and intervisibility 

Accessibility 

Looking at the forts’ surrounding slopes, it is apparent that most of the forts of the 

study were built at quite inaccessible locations. Some hillforts seem to have been 

placed at sites well protected by steep slopes towards certain directions, but quite 

easily accessible from others. Foel Caethle lies on the western peak of a hill, circa 

160m OD. The peak is lined by steep slopes to the north, east and south-east, and is 

most approachable from the south-west/west/ north-west. Graig Fach Goch was built 

at circa 200m OD on a protruding part of a larger hill-block. It is protected by steep 

slopes to the south-west/south and steeper ground to the east. The easiest way to 

reach the fort is from the west, north and northeast, which makes it relatively 

accessible from the coastal plain and the hill-block (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

Llechrwyd lies at about 70m OD on a south-western promontory of the Mynydd Tal y 

Gareg ridge. It is very inaccessible from all directions, lined by steep slopes to all 

sides. The northern slants rise upwards towards Tal y Gareg hillfort and this is the 

easiest approach to Llechrwyd. Tal y Gareg hillfort was built at 167m OD and is 

surrounded by steep slopes everywhere except to the north. It would be easiest 

reached by climbing the flatter slants of the ridge a few hundred meters to the north-

west. It is important to remember that the steep slope to the north-west of Llechrwyd 

respectively south-west of Tal y Gareg consists of the Tonfanau quarry and that that 

way of approach looked different in prehistoric times (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

On the north-eastern end of Mynydd Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr hillfort is perched at 

about 120m OD. This fort is quite easily approached from all sides, save for from the 

north/north-east where a small steep slope hinders access. The simplest route to the 

fort would be from the north-east or north-west (digitalisation pp.7-8). Llechrwyd is 

the most inaccessible fort on Mynydd Tal y Gareg (Longley 1995:9). To the west of 

Mynydd Tal y Gareg, Bwlch hillfort lies on the small isolated hill of Foel Llanfendigaid 

about 120m OD. This is surrounded by precipitous slants at all sides, save from 

where a slim passage leads up the hill from the north-east which is the easiest 

approach to the fort. 

Craig yr Aderyn hillfort was built circa 180m OD on the north-western summit of the 

crag. It is well protected by steep slopes all around. The easiest and perhaps only 

possible route to the fort is the line of a modern footpath from the northeast, which in 

turn can be reached from the Dysynni valley. Castell y Gaer on the other hand, lies at 

about 120m OD and is to the west and south-west framed by steep slants but is 

otherwise quite easy to reach from the coastal plain or the hill-block of Allt-lwyd. The 

easiest approach to the fort is from the north-west, where a road today leads up the 

hill from the coastal road (see fig. 16&17 appendix). Pared y Cefnhir hillfort occupies 

the south-western part of the ridge of the same name, at a height of 370m OD. This 

fort is hard to access, surrounded at all sides by very steep slants. The simplest way 
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to reach its entrance is to climb the shorter stretches of steep slope on its northern or 

southern side (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

Castell y Waun was built circa 275m OD on the north-eastern part of the hill-block of 

Dolgedr. It is easiest reached from the south, but to access it from that direction one 

has to pass close by Craig y Castell hillfort. Most protection of Castell y Waun is 

provided to the south-/south-east and north/north-west by lines of steep slopes. Craig 

y Castell was raised circa 240m OD at the south-western end of the Dolgedr hill-

block. This part of the hill is quite steep to the north-west and south-east. The least 

steep routes to the fort reach it from the south-west or north-east.   

Moel Faner is sited about 280m OD on the south-western part of the ridge of Foel 

Faner. It is framed by steep slants to the south-east, north and south-west but is 

relatively approachable from the east, west and south. The foot of the isolated hill of 

Foel Offrwm lies at a height of circa 190m OD. The highest Moel Offrwm fort was 

built on the hill at the impressive height of 380m OD, and it would have taken a lot of 

energy to reach it from any direction. The summit on which it lies is lined to the east, 

north-east and south-east by a short steep slope and once one is up on the hill, the 

fort is simplest reached from the south-west or north-west (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

Foel Offrwm is most precipitous to the south and east. The lower Foel Offrwm lies at 

the south-western side of the hill at about 300m OD. Very steep eastern and western 

slants surround it and the fort is most accessible from the north, through the pass 

between Foel Faner and Foel Offrwm, or from the south past Llety´r Hwsmon fort. 

Finally, the fort close to Llety’r Hwsmon was built on the southern slopes of Foel 

Offrwm, circa 200m OD. On its southern and northern sides, steep slopes make it 

hard to access and it would be easiest reached by approaching it from the north-east 

or south-west (digitalisation pp.7-8) (see fig. 18&19 appendix). 

Isolation 

All forts of the study were built along the coast or in the edges of the upland – and 

could have been reached from or reach the Irish Sea quite easily. Foel Caethle and 

Graig Fach Goch are separated from the sea only by 2-3 kilometres of coastal strip. 

The forts on Mynydd Tal y Gareg, Bwlch and Moel y Gaer hillfort were all built within 

1-2 kilometres of the sea. All other forts are connected to the sea by large rivers. The 

rivers of Dyfi, Dysynni, Mawddach and Wnion also connect all forts except Moel y 

Gaer to the uplands (digitalisation pp.7-8). The valleys of these rivers, Happy Valley 

and the valleys of Tal y Llyn and Dolgellau were probably the main routes for 

communication, trade and exchange between the Welsh inland and the Irish Sea in 

this area (Longley 1995:13) (see fig. 1&2). Longer ancient upland routes in this 

landscape are quite unknown, which needs to be taken in consideration when 

reading this study.  

Trade, exchange and routes 
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There is much material evidence of that goods were made and used in hillforts and 

traded and exchanged over long distances along sea-, riverine- and land routes. The 

coastal area of north-western Wales was in close contact with Ireland and Finistére, 

and Irish Sea trade networks probably went through north Wales onwards to 

southern England and the continent. Trade was based on gift exchange, clientage, 

tribute and the distribution of wealth connected to social and political structures. 

Brown (2009:115) argues that there had to have existed a redistributive system in 

west Wales, to make possible the supply of goods in larger quantities. If that was the 

case, forts could have been trading nodes were the bargaining of goods took place 

before they were transported onwards (Brown 2009:114f).  

Goods were transported along rivers in lowland areas and mostly by overland routes 

in the uplands with a lack of navigable rivers. Several studies have shown that many 

hillforts were built close to route-ways and had possible roles in trade and exchange 

(Brown 2009:203). Several hillforts were placed on opposed hills at river mouths, 

controlling the access to them, and many seem to command natural routes in the 

landscape. Some forts appear to have been guarding and delineating land- and 

riverine routes. Forts built linear along possible routes indicate this and may have 

acted as trading nodes. The forts controlling the access to rivers would have had 

power, influence and the possibility to extract tolls.  

The building place for forts along rivers seems to have been chosen carefully to 

maximise the forts’ impact. Many were built at river confluences, which would have 

left those using the river extremely vulnerable. There is evidence in Wales of the 

placement of forts along rivers. In the area above the Severn, Wye and Usk rivers 

further south in Wales, 61% of the forts overlooked main river valleys, 10% had an 

interfluve location and 5% controlled an overland pass. The estuaries of the 

Mawddach and Dyfi and the numerous beaches and small inlets along the study 

area’s west coast could have been trade routes connecting the inland with the coast. 

A pattern is visible in which important estuaries are ringed by forts linked to trading 

and resource control networks in north-west Wales (Brown 2009:119:197-204:212). 

Coastal promontory forts could also have acted as trading bases. Since the coastal 

promontories have changed to an unknown extent, they may have been much more 

suitable for coastal trade in prehistory than they seem today (Barker & Driver 

2011:82fff). Ridges connected to the mountains may have acted as route-ways 

joining the coast to the uplands. Valley routes were probably linked to land routes 

over ridges, if these needed to be used in wetter times. Valley junctions may have 

been centres for trading- and communication and have acted as territorial 

boundaries, and forts built at such sites could have been connected to those kinds of 

activities (Driver 2013a:141f:144; Brown 2009:117f).  

Intervisibility, view and visibility 
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One factor that may have influenced the positioning of hillforts was how far and to 

where their view stretched. Their visibility may tell something of their purpose as well. 

The studied forts’ view, visibility and intervisibility vary (see fig. 20-44 appendix).  

The fort of Foel Caethle was not placed in a very visible place. It has a wide view to 

the west, north-west and south-west over the coastal strip and the Irish Sea and also 

over the upland ridges that frame it to the south and north. The closest surrounding 

area is most visible to the east. Graig Fach Goch is visible from Foel Caethle, but 

Foel Caethle can in turn not be seen from Graig Fach Goch. The site of Graig fach 

Goch is probably very hard to spot from the landscape around it. The fort’s view is 

focused mostly to the coastal strip and Irish Sea to the south-west and the mouth of 

Tal y Llyn valley. On the hill itself, the area most visible from the fort lies to the north-

east, east and south-west (digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Llechrwyd and Talygarreg hillfort seems quite detectable in the landscape, but their 

western sides even more so. The short-range view of Tal y Gareg hillfort covers most 

of the eastern side of Mynydd Tal y Garreg, and the long-range view from the fort is 

clearest towards the Broadwater delta and Irish Sea in the south and along the small 

valley to the south-east of the ridge. From Llechrwyd hillfort, one has the same view 

but parts of the opening of the Dysynni valley and a larger part of the Irish Sea and 

the southern coastal strip are also visible. The fort has a good view over its closest 

surroundings, except for the slope leading up to Tal y Gareg hillfort and most of that 

fort. Despite that these two forts lie very close to each other, they are not fully 

intervisible, but the higher placed Tal y Gareg fort has a somewhat better view into 

Llechrwyd.  

Castell Mawr is a fort that is much hidden from the surrounding landscape. It has a 

clear view over the centre of Mynydd Talygarreg and the approach to the fort from 

the north. It also overlooks a slim part of the valley and opposite hill-block to the north 

of the ridge. Neither of the other two forts on the ridge, nor Bwlch hillfort are visible 

from this fort. The western side of Bwlch is relatively detectable from the surrounding 

landscape, but not the eastern. The short-range view from Bwlch fort covers the 

eastern side of Foel Llanfedigaid on which it lies. The long-range view covers the 

north/north-east/south-south-west running slim pass between Foel Llanfendigaid and 

Mynydd Talygarreg and a small coastal strip and the Irish Sea to the south-west. 

Bwlch hillfort is not intervisible with any fort on Mynydd Tal y Gareg, but the fort has 

quite a good view over the small valley that begins just north of it and continues past 

Castell Mawr (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

The south-eastern side of Craig yr Aderyn is not very detectible from the surrounding 

landscape, while its north-western side is much more so. Of the crag itself, the area 

to the south-east of the fort is the most visible from the fort. This hillfort has a long-

range view focused along the Dysynni Valley towards the upland and the coast. 

Castell y Gaer is a well hidden fort, with a view limited to a small part of the slope to 

the east/north-east of the fort. Pared y Cefnhir hillfort occupies a large part of the 
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summit of its ridge, which is highly visible from the surrounding landscape. It has a 

good view in all directions. At a far range, the fort’s best view is to the south/south-

east, along the valley of Dolgellau and a lower stretch of land lining the southern side 

of the ridge in a north-east/south-west orientation.  

Craig y Castell hillfort is quite observable from the surrounding landscape and has a 

good view in all directions over its closest surroundings. From this fort, Dolgellau 

valley is highly visible. The northern side of Castell y Waun is very detectable from 

the surrounding area. The north-eastern and south-western side of the hill-block on 

which it stands are the most visible areas from the fort. Castell y Waun also has a 

wide view over the small valley along the eastern side of Dolgedr hill and a limited 

view over patches of the valley crossing next to Craig y Castell as well as the 

Mawddach valley. Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun are not intervisible 

(digitalisation pp.7-8).  

The highest Moel Offrwm fort is relatively visible from the surrounding landscape. It 

has a good view in all directions, except for to the north/north-west. The slopes of 

Foel Offrwm are observable from it, as well as parts of the other two forts on the hill. 

The lower Moel Offrwm fort is highly visible from the surrounding landscape and can 

also see parts of the other two forts on the hill. Its best short range view cover the 

area to the north/north-east and east/south-east of the fort.  

The fort near Llety’r Hwsmon has a good view of all of its closest surrounding area, 

as well as most of Foel Offrwm hill. It has a full view into the lower Moel Offrwm fort, 

but can barely see part of the annex of the higher fort. In the surrounding landscape, 

the view from the fort is focused to a stretch running north/north-east-south/south-

west to the east of Foel Offrwm, which covers for example part of the Wnion river 

valley south of the fort. This fort is highly visible from the surrounding landscape. Foel 

Faner hillfort has a good view over its closest environs except to the south-east. Its 

long-range view is focused along the ridge it sits on in a north/south orientation. The 

lower western slopes of Foel Offrwm are visible from this fort, but none of the Foel 

Offrwm forts. Foel Faner is relatively observable from the surrounding landscape 

(digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Highly visible interiors of forts could be considered disadvantageous from a defensive 

perspective. They could though have been built that way to make a strong and 

possibly prosperous hillfort community visible to conceivable attackers (Driver 

2013a:135). 

High located forts 

The forts of the study were built on heights ranging from circa 70m OD – 380m OD. A 

northern tradition of building forts higher and a southern of building them lower can 

perhaps be seen. The mean height of the eight southern forts is 142.5m, while it is 

292m among the seven northern forts. This could be a result of topographic 
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conditions – the northern group was built further inland, which is made up of higher 

ground in general.  

 Table 1 (digitalisation pp.7-8) 

Only Pared y Cefnhir and the highest Moel Offrwm fort occupy the highest summits of 

the heights they were built on (digitalisation pp.7-8; Bowen & Gresham 1967:167f). 

Forts built on exceptionally prominent, high or very unsuitable places for settlement 

may have had ritual, ceremonial or religious uses. Examples of this are Carrock Fell 

in Cumbria and Ingleborough fort in England, built at 650m OD respectively circa 

720m OD. Very high located forts may not have been occupied and have had other 

use/uses. In any axis mundi cosmology, high places and water are central, and a 

cosmic mountain was part of many prehistoric and historic cosmologies. In such 

belief systems, high places are seen as places where the underworld, earth and sky 

meet and where people can access spirits and other worlds (Brown 2009:215ff; 

Harding 2012:218f; Waddington 2013:101).  

Proximity to other forts 

The most isolated forts of the study are Craig yr Aderyn and Castell y Gaer, which 

both lie in the central part of the study area. Craig yr Aderyn has about 5 kilometres 

to any other hillfort, and the closest hillfort to Castell y Gaer is Bwlch, which lies circa 

3 kilometres to the south. There are two “clusters” of forts in the study area, the first 

consisting of the forts on Mynydd Talygarreg and Bwlch hillfort, built on the same 

ridge and the neighbouring hill – all within a maximum of about 2 kilometres from 

each other. The second “cluster” consists of the forts on Foel Offrwm, which all were 

built within one kilometre of each other, and the fort of Foel Faner which lies only 

about 1.5-2 kilometres away. It should also be mentioned that the forts of Castell y 

Waun and Craig y Castell occupy the same hill-block, placed within about 1.5 

Hillforts Height (ca)

Llechlwyd 70m

Bwlch 120m

Castell Mawr 120m

Castell y Gaer 120m

Foel Caethle 160m

Tal y Garreg 167m

Craig yr Aderyn 180m

Graig Fach Goch 200m

Llety'r Hwsmon 200m

Craig y Castell 240m

Castell y Waun 275m

Moel Faner 280m

Moel Offrwm, lower 300m

Pared y Cefnhir 370m

Moel Offrwm, higher 380m
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kilometres from each other and with an easy path of access between them 

(digitalisation pp.7-8). 

There are patterns of close lying forts in different areas of Britain. In Barker & Driver’s 

study, they noticed distinctly paired coastal promontory forts in south Pembrokeshire. 

Their case studies show that in such cases, one multivallate monumental fort often is 

linked with a less monumental univallate fort. They believe that paired forts would 

have held different functions and activities and that each of the forts had a 

specialized role (Barker & Driver 2011:84f). Close groups of small hillforts indicate a 

possible cooperation between different hillfort inhabitants. The small hillforts in the 

study area in southern Gwynedd often lie close together (Waddington 2013:84ff). 

Forts may have been paired as a result of partible inheritance, in which objects and 

holdings were split between sons. One of the paired forts is mostly more elaborate, 

and some of the more elaborate ones were sometimes densely occupied. The 

smaller fort may have been abandoned for the larger/ more elaborate fort, the 

occupants of the smaller joining it. The case of the lower and higher Moel Offrwm 

forts is unusual, being two small forts paired on the same hill. According to 

Waddington (2013:84ff) it is probable that they were in use in the same time and that 

each had particular functions. The poor excavation data in northwest Wales hinders 

the interpretation of close lying forts in the study area. It is not yet known if they were 

used in the same time or constituted different phases of occupation in concerned 

areas (Waddington 2013:84ff). Herschend (2014) argues that clustered forts are a 

result of people not wanting to repair an old fort, has no need to tear the old fort down 

or because two contemporary forts had different uses. It reflects society’s need for 

hillforts at a site (Herschend 2014, pers. Comm., 15th April).  

2.4 Architecture 

Entrances 

Eight of the forts have entrances that are in sufficient condition to include in a 

discussion about architecture. Llechrwyd, the early stage of Craig yr Aderyn and the 

highest Moel Offrwm fort had in-turned entrances. The earliest higher phase of Craig 

yr Aderyn had a slightly in-turned entrance gate to the east in earthwork. It consisted 

of a circa 2.5 to 3 meter wide steep passage leading up through the bank. At the 

highest Moel Offrwm fort, the inner and outer walls of the entrance were in-turned 

and possible semi-circular guard chambers flanked the entrance-opening within the 

fort. The chambers were rebuilt in modern times, which make it hard to say how 

much of them that is contemporary with the fort (Longley 1995:5; Driver 2013b; 

Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff; Wiles 2007c).  
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Fig. 4 (Based on Driver 2005; 

Wiles 2004f; RCHAMW 1972c; Longley 1995:5)  

Fig. 5 (Based on ill. in Bowen 

& Gresham 1967:141f; Crew & Musson 1996:19: Wiles 2007c) 

The entrance to the later phase of Craig yr Aderyn was also built in-turned, but much 

more elaborate. The builders incorporated an outcrop that makes up the eastern side 

of a gateway passage. The rock outcrop was enhanced by a curved terrace in earth 

and outer ditch, built below a part of the inner rampart. This formed a trivallate-

looking defence to the right of the entrance. To the left of the entrance gate, the 
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second phase defences are much less substantial than at other parts of the fort. The 

21 meters long narrow entrance passage was stone walled with revetments and 

ended in an in-turn. The large amount of stone tumbled in the passage indicates that 

a crossing bridge once led between the rampart ends over the gate (Driver 2013b; 

Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff). A stone wall may also have lined the top of the bank 

near the entrance (RCHAMW 1972b). 

 

Fig. 6 (Based on Google Earth 2006e; Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff; RCHAMW 

1972b;  Driver 2013b) 

 

Fig. 7 (Based on Longley 1995: Fig. 14: 3-11; Bowen & Gresham 1967:167f; Lynch 

1995:83; RCAHMW 1972d) 

Tal y Gareg hillfort also had an approach-way, leading through the outer banks from 

the north (Bowen & Gresham 1967:167f; Lynch 2001:83). At Pared y Cefnhir hillfort, 
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an in-turned entrance was built at the centre the forty-five meters long, half-circular 

wall that cuts off the ridge from the fort. Visible wall facing on the outside part of the 

wall around the entrance shows that the entrance in its original state was circa 1.8 

meters wide and the wall was about 3.6 meters thick. The wall rises to 1.2 meters on 

either side of the entrance (Bowen & Gresham 1967:166; Gwynedd archaeological 

trust, n.d (a)). 

 

Fig. 8 (Based on RCAHMW 1973c; Bowen & Gresham 1967:166; Driver 2013d) 

On the other hand, Castell y Gaer and the lower Foel Offrwm fort have out-turned 

entrances. At Castell y Gaer, a slightly out-turned bastion was built at the east end of 

the main wall/bank, through which a path curves to the north behind the earth bank 

into the fort. The bank is at this place higher than anywhere else. Craig y Castell is 

the only fort in the study with possibly two entrances, the first very ruinous and the 

second barely indicated. The south-east entrance leads through a natural chasm in 

an askew angle to the top of the hill. It was lined with walling connected to the main 

wall by bypassing a rock at the approach in a half-circle. Bowen and Gresham 

believed that this entrance might have been deliberately blocked at a later stage 

(Wiles 2004b; Smith 2009; RCAHMW 1977:1973a; Bowen & Gresham 

1967:154f:160f; Waddington 2013:244f). 
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Fig. 10 (Based on RCAHMW 1977; Smith 2009b; Wiles 2004b; Bowen & Gresham 

1967:154f; Lynch 2001:82)  

 

Fig. 11(Based on Gwynedd Archaeological Trust & Snowdonia National Park 

Authority n.d (a); Wiles 2007b; Waddington 2013: 244f) 
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Fig. 12 (Based on RCAHMW 1973a; Bowen & Gresham 1967:160f; The Royal 

Commission 1921:9) 

Entrances were the most vulnerable parts of hillforts, and they range from simple to 

much elaborate. They are often hard to study since they tend to be the most 

reconstructed or repaired part of forts, and gaps visible today may not have been the 

original entrances (Driver 2013a:69; Brown 2009:65). Entrances could have had 

defensive, symbolic, monumental and ritual functions. They were liminal elements 

that controlled access to the restricted fort and the unrestricted outside world. Their 

meanings and functions are often indicated by their architecture and ritual deposits 

(Driver 2013a:69). Entrances were the front of the fort and the first aspect visitors 

were supposed to see, which made them important features (Brown 2009: 61-65). 

Bastions, rampart walks and crossing bridges connected to entrances would have 

given the fort occupants a very good strategic advantage and control over the fort’s 

entrance. Bastions would have enabled a slinger to control the approach-way. 

Entrances were often built askew so that people entering the fort would show their 

right unshielded side to the people in the fort (Driver 2013a:71). Guard chambers 

may have had varying functions. One suggestion is that they were houses for 

possible spirit guards. They could also have shielded human guards, but the fact that 

guard chambers often are found at only one of two entrances to a fort makes their 

function hard to decipher. It is important to remember that the names for, for example 

guard chambers and bastions are modern, and implies defensive functions –but this 

may not always have been the case (Brown 2009:61;64; Lynch, Aldhouse-Green & 

Davies 2000:154). 

Annexes 
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 Fig 13. (Based on RCAHMW 

1972a; Bowen & Gresham 1967:153; Wiles 2004a; The Royal Commission 

1921:128)             

Three of the fifteen forts in the study have annexes. At Castell Mawr, an annex added 

24 meters to the fort’s length to the north/north-east (Bowen & Gresham 1967:153). 

Beyond the rough walling to the north-east of Pared y Cefnhir hillfort, an annex 

measuring circa 60x30meters was built. It consists of a stone wall enclosing a crag in 

all directions except to the south-west (RCHAMW 1973c; Wiles 2004). An outer or 

dependant annex about 134 meters long north-south by 58 meters east-west was 

built to the south of the higher Moel Offrwm fort. This is mostly made up of scarps 

and ditches, and no access between it and the main enclosure is visible. It has been 

suggested that the annex was intended as a refuge for domestic animals. No traces 

of structures are visible within the annexes (Bowen & Gresham 1967:142; Crew & 

Musson 1996:19: Wiles 2007c). 

Annexes are mostly thought to have been expansions of living space or corrals for 

livestock. Some were enclosures predating or postdating the hillforts themselves 

(Brown 2009:53f; Driver 2013a:152). In addition, annexes and additions to forts are 

thought to have been associated with the development of public and private space in 

the Iron Age. Driver writes that annexes often had a connection to a change in fort 

economy. He believes that annexes were often used for stock corralling, craft or 

industry (Driver 2013a:77fff). Waddington (2013:101) describe annexes as a way to 

isolate and delimit certain people in society, and write that they could mirror a 

hierarchical development. Perhaps they were the living spaces for new political 

leaders emerging in the late Iron Age (Waddington 2013:101).  

Construction and material 
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 Table 2 (sources in appendix table)  

In north-west Wales, 57% of the hillforts are univallate, 33% bivallate and 10% 

multivallate. The pattern in the study area is quite consistent, excluding the 

multivallate forts, since 53% of the forts are univallate and 47% are bivallate here. If 

the forts are divided into a northern and southern group, it is also clear that most 

southern forts, close to the coast were bivallate and that the northern forts further 

inland were mostly univallate. In north-west Wales there are twenty-six embanked 

and twenty-one stone built univallate hillforts (Waddington 2013:79) There are five 

small multivallated embanked hillforts in north-western Wales, all in Anglesey, Dwyfor 

and western Meirionydd (southernmost Gwynedd) (Waddington 2013:81). In the 

study area, seven forts were built in stone, six in earth and two in both materials 

(digitalisation pp.7-8; Waddington 2013:79ff:159).  

Hillforts Architecture Shape

Foel Caethle Univallate embanked Circular

Graig Fach Goch Univallate embanked & stone-built Triangular

Llechlwyd Bivallate embanked promontory Irregular,follows the spur

Tal y Garreg Bivallate embanked Roughly kidney-shaped

Castell Mawr Bivallate embanked Roughly oval

Bwlch Univallate embanked Oval/drop-shaped

Craig yr Aderyn Bivallate embanked & stone-built Irregular,follows the spur

Castell y Gaer Bivallate embanked promontory Roughly circular

Pared y Cefnhir Univallate stonebuilt Roughly oblong

Craig y Castell Univallate stonebuilt Roughly oval

Castell y Waun Bivallate stonebuilt Oval

Moel Offrwm, west of Llety'r Hwsmon Univallate stonebuilt Long oval

Moel Offrwm, lower Univallate stonebuilt Roughly circular

Moel Offrwm, higher Bivallate stonebuilt Oval

Moel Faner Univallate stonebuilt Roughly oval
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 Fig. 

14 (Based on RCAHMW 2005; Crew & Musson 1996:17; Wiles 2004d)  

 

  Fig. 15(Based on Musson 1989; Driver 2013c)  
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Fig. 16 (Based on Google Earth 2009b; Driver 2007: Musson & Dutton 1994) 

The choice of building material for hillforts was often dependant on the local 

availability. All save one hillforts are unexcavated, and their structures are therefore 

not very well understood. They could have incorporated timber-lacing or supported 

palisades in timber or stone (Waddington 2013:52; Brown 2009:40). Lynch, 

Aldhouse-Green and Davies (2000) believe that the stone walled forts in north-west 

Wales may not have been culturally linked despite their broad resemblance (Lynch et 

al. 2000:153). The fact that stone was used to a larger extent than earth or timber 

points to an increased importance of settlement boundaries (Waddington 2013: 

102f). 

 

Fig. 17(Based on Google Earth 2006d; Driver 2010) 
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Monumentalism 

The degree of possible monumental aspects of the forts in the study area varies. 

Monumental aspects of hillfort architecture are those that can be considered having 

little or no practical use for the defence of the forts. They are elaborate features built 

in resource-poor areas, with no other explanation than a symbolic, political or cultural 

function. Hillforts were conspicuous elements in the landscape and could have 

reinforced boundaries between communities or delimited activity areas. They could 

have been part of their occupants’ or leader’s’ psychological power, acting as 

permanent display artefacts in contrast to transitory displays (Driver 

2013a:85:92f:135f:141).  

Several factors show that some fort builders directed their building efforts to certain 

parts of the fort, indicating that it was more important to make these look powerful or 

exotic. Rampart facades were built stronger, higher or more impressive at the most 

visible parts of several forts, even though it would not have enhanced their defences. 

These parts have often survived better due to their sturdier internal construction 

(Driver 2013a:85; Brown 2009:192ff).  

The most visible defences at some forts were the only ones endowed with neatly built 

stone walling (Driver 2013a:85; Brown 2009:192ff). An example of this can perhaps 

be seen at Castell y Waun, where the original facing of the wall is only preserved at 

the northern side, close to where the entrance was located. In contrast to this, walling 

that perhaps was meant to link rock-outcrops outside the entrance seems to not have 

been finished, and there is a large gap in the defences at a point of easy access to 

the fort. This could be a result of that the fort was never finished. It was possibly 

meant to look like Craig y Castell (RCHAMW 1973b; Bowen & Gresham 1967:165).  

 

Fig. 18(Based on RCAHMW 1973b; Bowen & Gresham 1967:165)  
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At some forts, the builders constructed false multi-vallation, which made the fort look 

much stronger than it was from a certain direction (Driver 2013a:85; Brown 

2009:192ff). At Craig yr Aderyn a curved earthen terrace and ditch were built below a 

stretch of rampart just to the right of the entrance, towards the easiest approach to 

the fort. It made the fort look like trivallate from that direction. In contrast to this, the 

ramparts to the left of the entrance gate –towards a much more inaccessible 

approach to the fort, are lower and much less impressive than in other places (Driver 

2013b; Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff).  

Extra ramparts added to several hillforts, barely provided any further protection - 

which point to that their purpose was not primarily defence. Perhaps this was the 

case at Moel Faner, where the wall probably was not higher than 1.2 to 1.8 meter. On 

the other hand, their condition could also be a result of slighting (Bowen & Gresham 

1967:152).  

 

Fig. 19 (Based on Gwynedd Archaeological Trust & Snowdonia National Park 

Authority n.d.(b); Wiles 2007a; Bowen & Gresham 1967:152) 

A very complex or elaborate hillfort entrance would have had a practical purpose, 

strengthening the fort’s defence, but could also have had monumental purposes. 

Some defences may have been built primarily for intimidation (Brown 2009:192f). 

Another example of this could consist of hillforts with very visible interiors (see ch. 

2.3) (Driver 2013a:135f). 

In some cases monumentalism seems related to private and public areas. Driver 

(2008:98) suggests that the fact that many forts had monumental aspects at certain 

places of the fort could be seen as them having public and private areas. In the 

public area, investments in architecture were larger and in the private area, less 

energy was put on the architecture and defences. With this in mind, ramparts 

previously considered unfinished may be seen in a new light. Perhaps they were part 

of the private, non-monumental area of the fort. An interesting theory is also that the 

public, monumental fronts of forts probably were directed towards something of 

importance for the hillfort inhabitants. They may show where key territories or 
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important routes for forts were located (Driver 2008:98). The banks of Tal y Gareg 

are best preserved to the northeast, which was the easiest approach to the site. On 

the south-eastern side of the fort, the ridge is very steep towards the Dysynni, and 

barely any traces of manmade defences are visible at that side. The strongest part of 

the defence was built and maintained at the south-western approach towards 

Llechrwyd hillfort (Bowen & Gresham 1967:167f; Lynch 2001:83; RCHAMW 1973d; 

Longley 1995:3f:11). Furthermore, at the higher Moel Offrwm fort, the main wall is 

very ruinous to the west, north and north-east and best preserved around where the 

entrance leads into the fort in the east (Bowen & Gresham 1967: 142; Wiles 2007b). 

In some cases, the natural topography was included in the design to increase the 

appearance of strength and monumentality of a fort. This incorporation is common in 

mountainous areas, at higher altitudes and at coastal promontories, where it also 

would have reduced the amount of artificial work needed. Knolls, outcrops and other 

striking features were incorporated into the hillfort design, which made the fort look 

very strong with little work required. In some cases, whole outcrops were fortified. 

Craig yr Aderyn was built around the entire summit of the crag of Aderyn, 

incorporating this very conspicuous feature in the landscape. The eastern side of the 

gateway passage to the later elaborated entrance was also formed of a natural 

outcrop (Driver 2013b; 2013a:91; Brown 2009:35:184; Bowen & Gresham 

1967:142ff). In addition, the entrance to Craig y Castell leads through a natural 

chasm, lined with walling connected to the main wall by bypassing a large rock. In 

this way, an impressive entrance passage was created (Bowen & Gresham 

1967:160f).  

Pared y Cefnhir fort is sited on the summit of a remote, towering outcrop which is 

very difficult to access. The inside of Pared y Cefnhir hillfort is protected by some 

vestigial walling, but is mostly defined by natural rock barriers or 60-90 meter sheer 

drops, and this is a very good example of fort builders taking advantage of the 

dramatic topography (RCHAMW 1973c). Hillfort designs and ideas of 

monumentalism would have varied in different regions. If all monumental forts were 

adapted to fit the topography, certain hillfort designs would prevail on certain sites 

(Driver 2013a:85; Brown 2009:35:131f).  

Groups of architecture 

Monumental aspects could also have had regional or social purposes (Driver 

2013a:129). Adding complex exotic architectural elements to a fort would have 

increased its inhabitants’ or leaders’ status and would probably have been copied by 

less powerful forts trying to get part of the status or demonstrate an alliance with 

those of greater power. Sites with unique architectural features in a region perhaps 

reflect the brief emergence of power at a single site. Forts with several phases of 

architectural development could on the other hand reflect longevity of power. Where 

close-lying contemporary forts have much varied architecture, this might be the result 

of competitions for power. Driver (2013a:150) writes that variations in hillfort 
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architecture show us differences that existed in social, economic and political 

spheres (Driver 2013a:150ff). He proposes the existence of so called façade 

schemes, in which very similar design elements in a similar layout were shared by 

several forts within a specific time period. Driver has identified façade schemes in 

northern Ceredigion and believes they may have existed in other areas. If that was 

the case, they could show us forts with shared cultural affiliations, in some sort of 

regional organisation and perhaps indicate that they were contemporary. Façade 

schemes could have been ways to introduce new cultural elements to a fort, showing 

others that it was part of a larger network (Driver 2013a:83:149:151; 2008:86f). 

Size 

 Table 3 (sources in appendix table) 

Waddington has classified the fort’s in northwest Wales into small (under 1.2ha), 

medium (1.2 – 6 ha) and large (over 6 ha) (Waddington 2013:54:59). The forts in the 

study are all small save for Bwlch, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig yr Deryn, Castell y Waun 

and the higher Moel offrwm - which are medium sized. According to this 

categorization, the study area differs somewhat from the rest of north-western Wales, 

since 78% of the forts in north-west Wales are small, 16% are medium and 8% are 

large. The study area holds 33% medium-sized and 67% small forts (Waddington 

2013:81: Lynch et al. 2000:147f) (see fig. 60&61 appendix). 

The larger the forts were – the larger community was required to build them. Fort size 

could indicate how much power a possible leader had over the population in an area 

or the amount of cooperation between people that possibly built a fort together. Size 

could also indicate how large population a fort had if it was used for occupation 

(Lynch et al. 2000:147f; Waddington 2013:101). Waddington (2013:79) writes that 

small forts were mostly built at a height of between 100-200 metres OD in lowland 

areas, medium forts were built at various heights and large forts were placed 

between 150-300 metres OD. This pattern shows that dominant hills were chosen for 

the most impressive monuments (Waddington 2013:79). The pattern in the study 

Hillforts Size in hectar (ca)Class

(incl. annexes)

Foel Caethle 0.17 Small

Graig Fach Goch 0.4 Small

Llechlwyd 0.69 Small

Tal y Garreg 0.49 Small

Castell Mawr 0.47 Small

Bwlch 2.56 Medium

Craig yr Aderyn 1.94 Medium

Castell y Gaer 0.98 Small

Pared y Cefnhir 1.56 Medium

Craig y Castell 0.52 Small

Castell y Waun 1.21 Medium

Llety'r Hwsmon 0.58 Small

Moel Offrwm, lower 0.27 Small

Moel Offrwm, higher 1.41 Medium

Moel Faner 0.36 Small
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area differs a little from this general relation. Three small forts in the study were 

placed over 200 meters OD, namely Craig y Castell, lower Moel Offrwm and Foel 

Faner (digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Orientations 

 Table 4 (digitalisation pp.7-8; Bowen 

& Gresham 1967:165f; Longley 1995:3ff:11).  

33% of the forts have east facing or probable east facing entrances and 20% of the 

forts south- or probable south-facing entrances (digitalisation pp.7-8; Bowen & 

Gresham 1967:142ff; Crew & Musson 1996:19). Craig y Castell probably had two 

entrances, one in the southeast (much embellished) and one in the southwest 

(RCAHMW 1973a; Bowen & Gresham 1967:160f). The entrance to Bwlch hillfort 

seems not to have been discovered (Driver 2007). 

 Fig. 20 (digitalisation 

pp.7-8) 

A majority of the forts have a south-eastern and eastern aspect (see fig. 1 appendix). 

Building a hillfort at a site directed towards a certain orientation could have been a 

way to ensure it overlooked key lands or access routes under the fort’s control. Such 

Hillforts Entrance orientation

Foel Caethle W

Graig Fach Goch Prob. S

Llechlwyd NW

Tal y Garreg N

Castell Mawr Prob. E

Bwlch        ?

Craig yr Aderyn E & later SE

Castell y Gaer E

Pared y Cefnhir NE

Craig y Castell SE & SW

Castell y Waun NW

Llety'r Hwsmon Prob. E

Moel Offrwm, lower S

Moel Offrwm, higher E

Moel Faner NE
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patterns have been detected among other hillforts. A sample of 358 forts in Wales 

and the Marches show that circa 59% face south (WSW-ESE) with just over 30% 

either facing south-east or south-west. A southern aspect would have been the 

warmest all year round, and it seems that this was taken in consideration when 

choosing  sites for most forts (Brown 2009:195:209). The orientation of the entrance 

of a fort, especially if it has monumental aspects could be (together with the degree 

of the fort’s visibility) seen as an indication of towards where and what the fort’s 

impression of strength was directed. For example, Driver (2013a:113) noticed that 

many fort entrances in north Ceredigion were oriented towards eastward mountain 

passes where possible human traffic passed by. It is important to take into 

consideration whether entrances could be placed anywhere else than they were, in 

which case their orientation might be a result of topographic preconditions (Driver 

2013a:113f). 

A dominant pattern of entrance orientations directed to the east is visible among 

British hillforts. Some forts have two entrances, one in the east and one in the west. 

These prevailing orientations could have been influenced by cosmological 

considerations (Harding 2012:283; Brown 2009:135) and perhaps had a connection 

to the rising and setting of the sun. The western or eastern entrance was in several 

cases deliberately blocked. This would have made a fort much less accessible and 

was perhaps done as a symbolic act, making the fort a stronger spatial definition. 

One theory is that the blocking of western entrances was performed because the 

east was seen as more auspicious (Brown 2009:135fff). 

In any case, entrances are liminal places often associated with ritual depositions and 

are into modern times surrounded by superstition. For example, in the Irish dwelling 

house, bodies were placed for wake in the west room because the west was 

associated with the setting sun and death. Perhaps the blocking of western 

entrances had a similar reason and was done in stressful times to ward off potential 

evil (Brown 2009:135fff). There are similar theories concerning the orientation of 

roundhouse entrances, but because of the lacking excavation and dilapidation of 

roundhouses within the forts in the study area, no roundhouse entrance orientations 

are known so far (Waddington 2013:59; see Pope 2003: 2007). Hillfort entrances in 

other directions than east or west could have marked the best route into the fort or 

like the aspect have been directed towards important territory for the fort (Brown 

2009:114).  

Reconstructions 

The hillforts of Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch, Craig yr Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, 

Craig y Castell and Moel Offrwm (higher) show clear or possible evidence of having 

been added to or rebuilt in more than one phase (digitalisation pp.7-8; Longley 

1995:8; Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff:160f:166). 

Hillforts were over hundreds of years reconstructed, modelled and remodelled in 

maintenance but perhaps also for ritual reasons. The maintenance of for example 
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ditches and ramparts could have been performed regularly and also have reaffirmed 

seasons, territory or events and have been a cleansing of the site and its inhabitants 

(Brown 2009:38ff). Waddington (2013:99) believes this was a seasonal event, put 

together when crops had been harvested and animals were moved. Maintenance 

could in that way have tightened social bonds and created new systems of debt and 

obligation when natural resources, food and labour were exchanged. Perhaps 

accompanying feasts and raw materials were seen as god given gifts that were 

reciprocated in offerings and agricultural festivals (Waddington 2013:99). 

Rampart building became increasingly complex over time in different areas 

depending on the architect’s response to socio-political, physical and symbolic 

criteria (Brown 2009:38ff;44). Values or identities could have been strengthened and 

renewed through architectural creations, changes and re-makings in forts. The 

elaboration of architectural elements was a way to display power and wealth and 

perhaps strengthen the defensive value of a fort. Hillforts were focuses for community 

interaction through many generations and between different areas, and would have 

been ideal for this purpose (Waddington 2013:88;97). Hillforts with complex 

architecture were according to Cunliffe socially important and display the forming of 

territories and centralization of power. Numerous Welsh forts show an evolution in 

size and increasing complexity in the Middle Iron Age (Lynch, Aldhouse-Green & 

Davies 2000:154f).  

2.5 Hillfort interiors 

All forts of the study have been surveyed to various extents - the survey of Tal y 

Gareg being the most extensive, but only the lower Moel Offrwm fort has been 

excavated. Stray finds were also made in Craig yr Aderyn in the late 19th century 

(Longley 1995; Parker 1874; Chitty 1929). This is a presentation of the evidence 

found so far inside the forts and is not conclusive.  

In the eastern part of Graig Fach Goch hillfort, traces of agriculture can be seen, 

perhaps consisting of spade-dug beds (Driver 2013c). In Longley’s study from 1995 

possible structures visible within Llechrwyd hillfort, especially near the entrance of the 

fort were mentioned. On the other hand, no traces of such structures are visible 

according to Wiles and the RCHAMW (Wiles 2004g; RCAHMW 1972c; Longley 

1995:5).  

A stone faced tower or small circular enclosure of circa 10 meters in diameter was 

built at the seaward part on the highest point of Tal y Gareg’s interior. Around it, a 

ditch now filled with stone-rubble was cut in the underlying rock, and if the rubble 

constitutes the remains of the tower it must have been quite high. It seems to overlay 

the inner banks of the fort, and could have been a later addition. At the same time as 

the tower was built, the south-western defences were also strengthened. It has been 

suggested that the fort could have been used as a medieval citadel and outwork after 

the tower/enclosure was built (Bowen & Gresham 1967:167f; Lynch 2001:83; 
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RCAHMW 1973d; Longley 1995:3:8:11). So-called “citadels” built inside hillforts have 

a quite unknown dating and context and could have been built in prehistoric or 

medieval times (Brown 2009:48). 

Craig yr Aderyn hillfort was constructed on a land-saddle on the crag of the same 

name. On it, there are terraces and open plains which could have held occupation. 

Inside the earlier fort, there is little level ground and no evidence of settlement visible 

above ground. Inside the later enclosure, the ground slopes in the south for circa 12 

meters and broadens out to a flat shelf, continuing for the rest of the enclosure to the 

north (Driver 2013b; Bowen & Gresham 167:142ff). A line of boulders divides the 

inner enclosure into two almost equal parts (The Royal Commission 1921:112).  

On the south side of the inner bank there is a grassy flat area where nettles suggest 

old occupation. In this area, Romano-British pottery, a part of a round curved lead bar 

(perhaps part of an armlet) and sheet lead rolled tightly together in the shape of a 

plummet weight with a hole were discovered in the late 19th century. An almost 

identical sheet lead object was later found in the tumuli of Tomen Pentref in southern 

Gwynedd. Inside the fort, undated rectangular buildings in stone have been 

discovered close to the entrance near the curve of the outer bank. In addition, on the 

eastern side of the outer fort there are two circular depressions, that possibly were 

used as guard huts or shelter (Parker 1874:315f; Driver 2013b; RCHAMW 1972b; 

Bowen & Gresham 1967:142ff; Crew & Musson 1996:16). 

The flat interior of Castell y Gaer and an area directly to the north-east of the fort 

show traces of ancient fields. In the inner ditch to the south/south-east, a 3.5 meter 

long rectangular structure was built in a north-west/south-east direction (Lynch 

2001:82). The inside of Pared y Cefnhir hillfort, lined by rock barriers or 60-90 meter 

steep slopes is relatively flat. Hollows between the rock barriers could have been 

used as temporary refuge (RCAHMW 1973c).  

Craig y Castell is split in two parts by a rock outcrop with a circa three meter wide 

break to the south-east. The fort is very level and was perhaps flattened. A 

depression in the north-west corner could have been a hut, and in the southern part 

of the fort irregular spaces indicate past chambers (RCAHMW 1973a; The Royal 

Commission 1921:9). Furthermore, collapsed stone walling point to that the fort could 

have contained some sort of interior enclosure, but the evidence is unclear (Wiles 

2004c; RCAHMW 1973a). There are no traces of structures inside the annex of the 

higher Moel Offrwm fort, but in the main fort, more than twenty circular hit sites are 

visible. They mostly consist of levelled platforms, which perhaps held stake-wall 

roundhouses. This indicates a relatively large fort population (Bowen & Gresham 

1967:142; Musson & Crew 1996:19: Wiles 2007c).  

The lower Moel Offrwm fort could have been contemporary with the higher fort and 

possibly have held a Bronze Age cairn and/or a small circular enclosure in its centre. 

In an excavation of the fort in 1926-28 by Wynne-Jones and Chitty, a roundhouse of 

about six meters in diameters and occupation material was found. On the summit of 
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the enclosure, spreads of soil containing burnt bone, a bronze ring and fragments of 

possibly Roman pottery were also recovered (Waddington 2013:244f; Wiles 2007b; 

Chitty 1929). Finally, it is believed that possible prehistoric stone field-walls could 

have been connected to the north-west angle of Llety’r Hwsmon hillfort (Driver 2010).  

Worth mentioning is that Foel Caethle, Graig Fach Goch, Llechrwyd, Castell Mawr, 

Bwlch, Llety’r Hwsmon and Foel Faner have quite level grassy interiors. Tal y Gareg, 

Castell y Waun and Moel Offrwm (lower) are more uneven or steep, but contain flat 

grassy areas (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

In forts with structures placed apparently random, in the shelter of the ramparts/walls 

or in hollows or scoops, settlement seems to have evolved in an organic pattern 

(Lynch et al. 2000:160). Hillforts could contain very organized settlement with 

activities divided into certain areas and some became more organized with time 

(Brown 2009:69ff). A higher organization could mean nucleation, stronger definitions 

of individual units, a uniform orientation of roundhouse entrances and track-ways 

showing the way to move through the inner fort (Driver 2013a:137).  

In the late Iron Age, the layout of most forts changed to hold open central places and 

roundhouses built at the edges of the fort. Emphasized larger central roundhouses 

also appeared at some forts, which could have acted as meeting places, spirit- or 

ceremonial houses. The new open central place could have been used for public 

meetings, production and industrial activities. An entire community could fit there in 

meetings, and hillforts perhaps became the larger meeting places in this time. This 

could have been the case in the southern Gwynedd area (Waddington 2013:102ff; 

Brown 2009:72f).  

The hillforts of north-west Wales held a variety of roundhouses. At numerous hillforts, 

buildings were first raised in wood but later in stone. This reflects a desire to make 

settlement more permanent and monumental, but may also have had practical 

motives, like shortage of certain materials. Shortage of wood could have been a 

problem in less wooded areas or at forts which needed fuel for ironworking 

(Waddington 2013:57). The construction material for internal structures was probably 

dependant on local availability. One theory is that the raw materials used were 

viewed in certain ways, depending on where they came from. Natural places were 

often considered holy or ritually charged. Building a structure in a certain material 

may have given it a sacred identity connected to its material (Brown 2009:71f). It may 

also have been a way to express individual identity. Architectural styles and designs 

were a way to express identity, and monumentality in settlement became more 

common in the Iron Age. Dwellings were increasingly spread out, which indicates 

developing public and private zones. 

It is harder to find wooden, post- or plank built roundhouses in unexcavated forts. 

They can sometimes be seen as flat circular depressions or terraces. Four-post 

rectilinear structures are more uncommon than round in north-west Wales. It is 

important to remember that roundhouses served various functions and were used for 
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human occupation, barns, production, storage and further activities (Lynch et al. 

2000:158ff; Waddington 2013:52:57:108fff; Brown 2009:72f).  

Hillforts containing Bronze Age cairns could have been built at those sites because of 

the ideological attraction of the cairns. In such cases, the cairns were not robbed for 

building material to the forts and roundhouses were not built close to them. Perhaps 

they were areas of ceremonial activities. For example at Braich y Dinas, three large 

cairns were located in the fort, isolated from roundhouses - save one that was 

smaller than the others. The small roundhouse could have had ceremonial uses 

(Waddington 2013:99). One theory is that hillforts without traces of internal structures 

could have been seen as monumental enough in themselves to not require them 

(Brown 2009:194f). 

2.6 Archaeological context 

The examination of the archaeological remains surrounding the hillforts with GIS 

showed possible patterns in their relationship (see fig. 45-59 appendix). Three main 

questions were posed:  

Are the forts surrounded by remains from a certain time period? 

Around three groups of close-lying forts, dominant patterns of dates of the 

surrounding remains can be seen. The hillforts clustered around the Dysynni 

floodplain are mostly surrounded by medieval remains. The hillforts of Pared y 

Cefnhir, Castell y Waun and Castell y Gaer are encompassed mainly by Bronze Age 

remains and the hillforts on Foel Offrwm are surrounded by mostly Iron Age; Roman 

and Medieval; post medieval remains. Since these forts lie so close together, the 

remains within their different buffers are in some cases the same as in the near-lying 

fort’s buffer. In conclusion, it does not seem that a majority of the forts of the study 

are surrounded by remains from dominant patterns of specific time periods 

(digitalisation pp.7-8). 

What is the forts’ relation to their surrounding archaeological remains? 

A few of the hillforts lie close to other hillforts. Three of fifteen forts also lie very close 

to Bronze Age cairns, which may be the result of that both these features often were 

placed in high lying locations or have another reason (digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Are settlement-, ritual/religious-, agricultural- or other types of remains most 

common within a thousand meters of the forts?  

A majority of types of remains can be seen around seven forts. Three forts are 

surrounded by mostly religious/ritual remains and four forts by settlement remains 

(digitalisation pp.7-8). 

Agricultural remains 
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All forts except Craig yr Aderyn, the three on Foel Offrwm and Foel Faner – ten out of 

fifteen lie within a thousand meters from agricultural remains. As mentioned, there 

are indications of ancient agriculture within Graig Fach Goch and Castell y Gaer and 

Llety’r Hwsmon is perhaps connected to possible prehistoric stone field-walls. The 

agricultural remains within a kilometre of the forts constitute thirty marked remains, 

out of which eleven have a certain dating. Eight of these are from Medieval or post 

medieval times and three are prehistoric or possibly prehistoric. Nine out of fifteen 

forts lie within a thousand meters of a field system or ridge and furrow, and four out of 

fifteen within a thousand meters of field clearance heaps or field boundary markers. 

In conclusion, 53% of the forts lie close to Medieval or post medieval agricultural 

remains and 66% lie within a thousand meters of agricultural remains (digitalisation 

pp.7-8). 

 Table 5 (sources 

in appendix table) 

Field system boundaries are quite often found close to hillforts and could have been 

part of commons where people of different communities met. Some believe that field 

systems and farms were central to the socio-economic aspect of society and that the 

peripheries held hillforts that stored agricultural surplus (Brown 2009:208). There are 

many traces of ancient field systems in southern Gwynedd and they were often used 

for hundreds or even thousands of years before being re-shaped. Many undated 

upland examples are probably of prehistoric date (Musson & Crew 1996:9). 

Settlement remains 

Every fort in the study lie within a thousand meters of settlement remains. These 

constitute forty-seven marked remains, out of which twenty-four have a certain 

dating. Eleven out of the dated remains are Iron Age or Roman, five are prehistoric 

Hillforts Agricultural remains

Foel Caethle Medieval? field system

Graig Fach Goch Medieval; post medieval field system

Llechlwyd Undated field system

Tal y Gareg Undated field system

Castell Mawr Medieval field boundary marker

Bwlch Medieval field boundary marker &

2 undated field systems

Craig yr Aderyn Traces within fort

Castell y Gaer Prehistoric cultivation terraces, early medieval corn 

drying kiln, medieval barn, undated possible field systems 

and terraces

Pared y Cefnhir 1 Medieval field system, 1 undated terrace

Craig y Castell Post medieval? barn & field barn, 2 undated ridges and

furrows & possibly prehistoric field clearance heaps 

Castell y Waun 1 possibly prehistoric field clearance heap & 1 undated

possible ridge and furrow

Moel Offrwm (higher)

Moel Offrwm (lower) Medieval; post medieval deer park

Llety'r Hwsmon Medieval; post medieval deer park, 1 post medieval? 

barn

Foel Faner
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and six are medieval. Four out of fifteen forts lie within a thousand meters of a stone 

structure and five out of fifteen forts lie within a kilometre of another hillfort.  Bwlch, 

Castell y Gaer, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun were all built 

within one kilometre of hut circles, defended enclosures, possible traces of hut circles 

or other potential remains of prehistoric settlement. Furthermore, Castell Mawr, 

Bwlch and Craig yr Aderyn are located within a thousand meters of medieval 

townships. The medieval motte of Bryn-y-Castell lies within one kilometre of Graig 

Fach Goch (digitalisation pp.7-8).  

There is an historical reference to a possible Roman road close to Castell y Gaer, but 

no trace of this endures and it seems not to have existed. On the other hand, remains 

of two possible ancient track-ways leading towards Point Kings and Dolgellau can be 

seen close to Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun (digitalisation pp.7-8). Worth 

mentioning is also a potential Bronze Age trackway on the northern side of Cadair 

Idris – at the slopes towards Dolgellau valley south of Pared y Cefnhir hillfort 

(Musson & Crew 1996:11). 

Table 6 (sources in appendix table) 

Hut groups or homesteads were very common in northwest Wales in prehistoric 

times. They mainly consisted of hut circles set within small enclosures, occur mostly 

in lowland areas and are often associated with terraced field systems. Not all round-

houses had domestic purposes, and could also have been used for, for example 

hafods, storage and animal shelter. More developed settlements of this kind contain 

rectangular structures. The material remains found in many of these settlements 

indicate that most occupants were farmers that sometimes worked metal. Some 

structural remains in stone and field boundaries found in the uplands of southern 

Hillforts Settlement remains within 1000m of the hillforts

Foel Caethle Undated place name of Brynd yr Orsedd

Graig Fach Goch Bryn-y-Castell medieval motte

Llechlwyd Tal y Gareg hillfort

Tal y Gareg Llechlwyd hillfort

Castell Mawr Possible medieval township

Bwlch Possible prehistoric defended enclosure & 2 medieval townships 

Craig yr Aderyn Medieval township

Castell y Gaer Much settlement remains from prehistory, Middle Ages? and of 

unknown date

Pared y Cefnhir Iron Age hut circle, undated defended enclosure 

Craig y Castell 3 platforms of unkown or medieval date, 4 walls of unknown date,

2 prehistoric hut circles, 1 Roman hut circle, 1 walled trackway of 

unknown date & sheepfold/enclosure of unknown date

Castell y Waun 1 Roman hut circle, 1 walled trackway & 1 sheepfold/enclosure of 

unknown dates 

Moel Offrwm (higher) Llety'r Hwsmon & Moel Offrwm (lower) hillforts

Moel Offrwm (lower) Llety'r Hwsmon & Moel Offrwm (higher) hillforts

Llety'r Hwsmon Moel Offrwm (lower & higher) hillforts, Roman pit and steps

Foel Faner Post medieval? stone house
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Gwynedd may belong to the early Iron Age. Hillforts were part of a larger settled 

landscape, and probably had some relationship to smaller settlements. (Crew & 

Musson 1996: 9f:14: 22). Forts in the Ardudwy area, which borders/overlies the study 

area, have a contemporary relationship to near-lying hut-circle settlements. Hillforts 

could have been centres for smaller hut settlements or contained communities 

serving the area’s needs in spheres of trade, politics, defence, social connections 

and perhaps religion. Perhaps the smaller settlements provided agricultural surplus to 

the hillfort inhabitants in exchange for this. Close lying hillforts and smaller 

settlements could indicate such a relationship (Kelly 1982:137). 

Many small hut groups, homesteads or enclosed settlements in north-west Wales 

show a long continuity of occupation, possibly stretching from the Bronze Age into 

early Medieval times (Lynch 2001:63). In early medieval times, late Iron Age and 

Romano-British settlements and some hillforts were reoccupied. This may have had 

ideological reasons and have been a way for medieval groups to create connections 

with the past or ancestral places. In other parts of Britain, some elite medieval sites 

were built close to Iron Age monuments – maybe for this reason. Some undated 

rectangular structures in upland areas could be of medieval date (Waddington 

2013:110f).  

Religious/ritual remains 

Religious or ritual remains lie within a kilometre of all forts in the study, save 

Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr and Bwlch. The religious/ritual remains 

constitute thirty-four marked remains, out of which twenty-five are dated. Fourteen 

out of the twenty-five are dated to the Bronze Age and one to Bronze Age/ prehistory, 

five are dated to prehistory and five to early medieval/medieval or medieval; post 

medieval. Seven out of fifteen forts stand within a kilometre of mounds of different 

kinds, out of which three are dated to medieval; post medieval times. In addition, four 

out of fifteen forts lie within a thousand meters of a cairn/cairns or cairn cemeteries, 

which date from the early Bronze Age; the higher Moel Offrwm fort lies close to a 

Bronze Age round barrow while the setting of Craig yr Aderyn is overlooked and 

dominated by a very large early Bronze Age cairn. In conclusion, more than 66% of 

the forts are surrounded by some type of religious or ritual remains and more than 

half of the these remains are dated to the Bronze Age (digitalisation pp.7-8).  
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 Table 7 

(sources in appendix table) 

There is much indicated and excavated evidence for ritual activity in hillforts, and 

their possible uses as cult centres has been suggested by many. Often, early hillforts 

were built close to previous activity or ritual monuments, which may have been a way 

to strengthen their social importance by making links with the past. Bronze Age 

activity has been discovered in numerous forts and several were placed close to 

Bronze Age barrows or cairns. Sometimes the forts were built around cairns (Brown 

2009:209:213f). Cremation graves in stone cairns appeared around 2000BC, and 

were the burial norm in the Bronze Age. Most preserved cairns are found in uplands, 

which probably was their most common building site. Some of the largest cairns are 

found on high summits and may have been dedicated to important individuals. Circle 

cairns were used for ritual purposes in the Bronze Age, and often many cairns cluster 

around them (Crew & Musson 1996:10). 

When forts holds cairns, were built close to them or to barrows, especially in upland 

areas, it could indicate that the hill was chosen because it had an earlier 

commanding importance or role as territory marker. Driver (2007:136) points out that 

these cairns were not plundered for stone in prehistory, indicating that they must 

have been held in some veneration. Forts built close to Bronze Age activity may have 

been a continued occupation of the area, but could also be separated from the earlier 

activities (Brown 2009:209; Driver 2007:136). 

Worth mentioning is the Tal y Llyn hoard, actually found in a mountain pass leading 

up to Llyn Cau, a corrie lake beneath the summit of Cadair Idris Mountain, located to 

Hillforts Ritual/religious remains within 1000m of the forts

Foel Caethle Undated burnt mound

Graig Fach Goch Undated burnt mound & possible mound, early 

medieval square barrow cemetery & medieval cross

Llechlwyd

Tal y Gareg

Castell Mawr

Bwlch

Craig yr Aderyn Bronze Age/prehistoric cairn

Castell y Gaer Possible carved stone or stone row or unknown date

Pared y Cefnhir Bronze Age standing stone, 5 cairns of Bronze Age, 

prehistoric and unknown date, 1 possible cairn &

1 postmedieval? cairnfield/mounds

Craig y Castell 5 cairns of Bronze Age & prehistoric date, 1 undated

mound, prehistoric? possibly monumental boulder & 1  

prehistoric cairn cemetery

Castell y Waun 6 Bronze Age & prehistoric cairns, possibly monumental 

boulder & 1 prehistoric cairn cemetery

Moel Offrwm (higher) 3 medieval; post medieval ditched mounds & 1 Bronze

Age round barrow

Moel Offrwm (lower) 3 medieval; post medieval ditched mounds

Llety'r Hwsmon 3 medieval; post medieval ditched mounds

Foel Faner Undated mound
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the east in the centre of the study area. The hoard contains decorated fine sheets of 

mixed zinc and copper (perhaps once part of shields), mounts, a lock-plate and 

trapezoidal-shaped plaques (Driver 2013e; Bowen & Gresham 1967:172f; Wadell 

2012:337). This deposition indicates that Llyn Cau (or perhaps Tal y Llyn) could have 

been considered sacred, like Llyn Cerrig Bach on Anglesey, where a larger hoard of 

ritual deposited objects from the Iron Age has been found (Lynch 2001:65).  

By their design, the shield parts could possibly be dated to the early 3rd century BC. 

The metalwork may have been independently developed or be the result of direct 

contact with the continent, perhaps through trade or direct settlement of continental 

smiths in this area. The Tal y Llyn hoard points to the existence of local workshops of 

fine metalwork in southern Gwynedd, possibly involved in a specialized trade. Metal 

resources of the area could have been a cause for the developing settlement in the 

Iron Age (Savory 1964:19ff:30; Bowen & Gresham 1967:172f).  

(For more information of individual archaeological contexts of forts, see tables in the 

appendix) 

3. Discussion 

3.1 Places for occupation 

There are several factors indicating that the fifteen forts of the study area would have 

made good places for human habitation. Their placement at the edges of the upland 

shows that the fort users wanted to be close to the uplands and lowlands, and make 

use of resources from both zones. These locations could also have had a connection 

to climatic conditions. Craig yr Aderyn and the forts along the Mawddach River built a 

little further inland than the others would have easier reached larger forests and their 

resources.  

All forts save Castell y Gaer were built relatively close to a large river and the forts of 

Foel Caethle, Graig Fach Goch, the forts on Mynydd Talygareg, Bwlch hillfort and 

Castell y Gaer close to the Irish Sea. These forts could have been built there to 

secure easy access to maritime and/or riverine food- and material sources. All forts 

built a little further inland, save for Castell y Waun lie very close to lakes, which could 

be a result of that the fort inhabitants wanted to exploit lake resources. Every fort in 

the study has access to small patches of woodland, watered down-land and dry land, 

providing among other things good agricultural and pastoral land.  

Furthermore, mostly the warmest slopes with good potentials for agriculture were 

chosen as building sites for the forts in the study. They were all built in areas with 

brown earth, and many had a south-eastern aspect. Traces of farming are visible 

inside Graig Fach Goch and Castell y Gaer, and Llety’r Hwsmon might be connected 

to prehistoric field walls in stone. All forts except Craig yr Aderyn, the three on Foel 

Offrwm and Foel Faner are also located within one kilometre of agricultural remains 

dated from prehistory to medieval times. This points to that every fort except for Craig 
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yr Aderyn, the three forts on Foel Offrwm and Foel Faner was involved in farming. 

Because of the hillforts’ upland edge position, they could also have been part of 

possible seasonal transhumance systems between lowlands and the hillforts. The 

annexes of Castell Mawr, Pared y Cefnhir and the higher Moel Offrwm indicate their 

conceivable pastoral uses.  

It is not known whether some forts were ever inhabited, and if others were occupied 

year round or seasonally. Perhaps the southern Gwynedd forts were used as part of 

a seasonal resource collection – in which they would have been settled for parts of 

the year. There are remains of structures that could have been used as dwellings in 

most of the forts. Only the higher Moel Offrwm fort contains traces of possibly quite 

dense occupation alternatively a long continuity of occupation. In the lower Moel 

Offrwm, one round-house has been discovered and in Castell y Gaer, Craig yr 

Aderyn, Craig y Castell and possibly Llechrwyd hillfort - stone structures of round and 

other shapes remain. The rectangular structures inside Craig yr Aderyn and Castell y 

Gaer could have been used for habitation, but probably not in the Iron Age since 

most dwellings were round in that time. Furthermore, hollows in the rock-barriers of 

Pared y Cefnhir were perhaps used as shelter but not permanent occupation. In 

addition, the small enclosure or tower inside Tal y Gareg could have been a dwelling, 

but its function is not certain.  

Judging by the current archaeological remains of possible roundhouses and 

structures in the forts, no direct internal organisation is visible. In Llechrwyd, Castell y 

Gaer, Craig y Castell and the lower Moel Offrwm, one to a few possible roundhouses 

and/or structures can be seen. They are mostly placed close to the entrance. The 

quite central and so far only internal structure inside Tal y Gareg and a possible 

internal structure in the centre of the lower Moel Offrwm could perhaps have had 

special uses. With excavation, their function may be deciphered.  

Not much is known of the roundhouses within the forts. They could for example have 

been used as living quarters, shelters, barns, for production or storage. Perhaps the 

forts with no visible traces of structures were considered monumental enough or had 

such a purpose that they did not need round houses or perhaps they were communal 

meeting places. The annexes of higher Moel Offrwm, Castell Mawr and Pared y 

Cefnhir may have had a purpose of dividing the forts into a public and private part or 

creating a space for a new economic use. Perhaps they were only accessible to the 

elite or to craftsmen working for example with metal. The lack of visible traces of 

structures inside them points to that they were not used for human habitation.  

Furthermore, the fact that Bwlch, Castell y Gaer, Craig y Castell, Castell y Waun, 

Llety’r Hwsmon and perhaps Pared y Cefnhir lie within one kilometre of settlement 

remains dated to prehistory, Iron Age or Roman Iron Age and Graig Fach Goch, 

Craig y Castell and perhaps Castell y Gaer within one kilometre from medieval 

settlement remains, indicates that they could have been connected to these. Craig yr 

Aderyn, Castell Mawr and Bwlch also have a location close to possible medieval 
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townships. The forts could have been centres for smaller Iron Age settlements and 

have held political, defensive, social or religious uses. If that was the case, the fort 

inhabitants could have received agricultural surplus from the smaller settlements in 

exchange.  

3.2 Trade, exchange, communication and production 

Production 

There is no direct evidence of production in any of the forts, but their distribution and 

closeness to metal resources, the Tal y Llyn hoard and the remains of roundhouses 

and annexes at some of the forts hint towards possible connections to metal 

production or working. The only excavation finds inside the forts consists of Romano-

British pottery in lower Moel Offrwm and Craig yr Aderyn and burnt bone and a 

bronze ring in lower Moel Offrwm. Sheat lead rolled in the shape of a plummet weight 

with a hole a round curved lead bar (perhaps an armlet part) was also found in Craig 

yr Aderyn. These few findings cannot tell much of possible craftsmanship inside the 

forts until further excavations have been carried out.  

The study area is known for its richness in minerals and there is and has been much 

mining here. Within a kilometre from Foel Caethle, there are lead and silver 

resources, which is an interesting fact in perspective to the lead objects found in 

Craig yr Aderyn. Furthermore, possible prehistoric copper mines have been 

discovered in the Aberdovey area a few kilometres south of Foel Caethle. Remains of 

mines of some sort can be seen close to Graig Fach Goch, Pared y Cefnhir and Foel 

Faner. A possible Iron Age gold production centre and Iron Age iron working centres 

existed on the northern flank of the Mawddach river valley. Perhaps the forts on Foel 

Offrwm and/or the Foel Faner fort were in some way connected to this. If they were, 

this might have been connected to their placement close to two large river valleys. 

The fine objects deposited between Tal y Llyn and Llyn Cau hints to possible local 

late Iron Age metal workshops and/or a specialized trade network.  

Trade links 

Many of the forts’ proximity to potential ancient trade-, exchange- or communication 

routes, and the focus of their view, entrance orientation and possible monumental 

aspects indicate conceivable roles in trade, exchange or communication. Every 

hillfort in the study was built at the edge of uplands, and all save Castell y Gaer close 

to large valleys and/or rivers. In this way, they were placed where the coast and 

lowlands connected to the inland. Such locations would in general have been good 

spots to command or take part in possible trade networks. Many forts in north-west 

Wales were built near river estuaries and were linked to trading- and resource control 

networks. This could have been one of the uses of the forts on Mynydd Tal y Gareg, 

Craig yr Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, Castell y Gaer, the forts o Foel Offrwm and Foel 

Faner - the forts closest to two large river valleys.   
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Foel Caethle was built at a hill within a few kilometres of the Dyfi River, the Irish Sea, 

the valley of Tal y Llyn, the river valley of Dysynni and the smaller Happy Valley. 

Graig Fach Goch had the same setting, but is located closer to the Dysynni and Tal y 

Llyn valley. The forts’ locations put them in close vicinity of several possible trade 

routes. If Foel Caethle was a trading node or controlled the access to possible routes 

or resources, its focus seems to have been toward the coast. The fort is most 

accessible from the west and its entrance is built in that direction. Its view is also best 

towards the coastal plain and the Irish Sea, as well as to the fort’s surrounding 

heights.  

Graig Fach Goch on the other hand sits south of the entrance to Tal y Llyn valley, 

possibly guarding the route into/out of it or the surrounding resources or acting as a 

trading node. It has a good view over the entrance to the valley and the coast west of 

Foel Caethle and the Happy Valley pass to the south. If the fort was connected to 

trade, exchange or communication, its focus is not clear since the entrance to the fort 

lies in the south while it is most accessible from the west, north and north-east. The 

easy access and focus of view towards the north-east might hint to a focus towards 

possible routes leading in and out of Tal y Llyn valley. Neither Foel Caethle nor Graig 

Fach Goch would have been easily spotted by visiting traders or exchangers.  

The location of the forts on Mynydd Tal y Gareg and Bwlch hillfort points to their 

possible uses as trading nodes or sites controlling the traffic through thinkable routes 

from the Irish Sea, on the Dysynni River or in the Dysynni valley, the small valley 

passing north of the forts or to and from the hill-block north of the forts. Bwlch hillfort 

was built north of a small coastal strip on the southern side of the entrance to the 

small northern valley and is quite visible from the Irish Sea. Its view is focused inland, 

to the coastal strip in the south and the northern valley and it is easiest reached from 

the north. If the fort had a use connected to possible trade, exchange or 

communication, its focus seems directed to the northern valley. This might also have 

been the case for Castell Mawr, which is easiest reached from the east, north-east or 

north-west in that valley. Its entrance was built in the east but most effort was put on 

its ramparts to the north. In addition, the fort’s view is focused on Mynydd Tal y 

Gareg and stretches over the northern valley up the slopes of the opposite hill-block. 

The case of Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg is more complicated. They are both simplest 

reached from the north, north-west and north-east and have northern and north-

western entrances. The only manmade ramparts of Llechrwyd are directed to the 

north-east and the north-eastern ramparts of Tal y Gareg are the best preserved. 

Both forts are also very visible from the west but not from the east. These factors hint 

to a focus to the west and north, but their view is on the other hand widest along the 

southern to north-eastern side of the ridge. If they were connected to possible trade 

routes to the north or west, they would not have had a good view (and in effect 

possible control) over those directions. Were they connected to trade routes to the 

south, east or north-east they would have been very inaccessible from those 
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directions. Perhaps their users wanted control over the area to the east of the ridge 

but be well hidden and hard to access as well. 

The fort of Craig yr Aderyn sits on a crag dominating the valley of the Dysynni, a 

possible prehistoric and historic route for trade, exchange and communication. Only a 

small part of the fort is visible from the north-west but the crag it sits on is highly 

visible and dominant in the landscape. It seems possible that the fort could have 

been for example a trade node, delineated a trade route in the valley or controlled 

traffic along the Dysynni valley or resources in the area. It has a wide view both 

inland and towards the sea along the valley. The facts that the view inland is more 

focused on the valley floor and that the fort is easiest reached from the east, through 

a south-eastern angle – towards where its monumental entrance, aspect and false 

vallation are directed, indicates that any of its possible uses perhaps were focused to 

the upland part of Dysynni Valley.  

Castell y Gaer lies close to the Irish Sea, a small coastal strip and a stream cleft 

leading down between the hill-blocks of Allt-Lwyd and Pen y Garn. Its location 

indicates a possible connection to any trade routes to or from the Irish Sea, with a 

possible control over landing places on the small coastal strip to the north-west or 

resources in the area. This fort is very undetectable and has a view covering only its 

closest surroundings to the east/north-east. The easiest access to the fort is from the 

coastal strip to the north-east of the fort, and its entrance lies in the east - by which 

the banks of the forts are the highest. This fort appears to have had a focus to the 

north-east. It would have been very hard to control any possible trading- or 

communication routes from this fort, and possible traders could not have spotted it if 

they did not know where it was.  

Conceivable ancient trade-, exchange- or communication routes exist along the 

Mawddach river valley to the north, the Dolgellau valley to the south and a river cleft 

connecting them west of Pared y Cefnhir fort. Perhaps the fort’s placement at a very 

visible ridge was connected to these. Maybe the Pared y Cefnhir was a trading node, 

delineated or controlled the trade or resources in the area. The view from the fort that 

covers the river cleft and Dolgellau valley, it’s probably easiest southern approach 

and its south-eastern entrance points to that such uses would could have been 

directed to the river cleft and Dolgellau valley, rather than the Mawddach river valley. 

It is harder to reach from that direction and the view over it is not good. 

Craig y Castell, built a bit further to the north-east along the Dolgellau valley seems to 

have had a focus to the Dolgellau Valley and a river cleft to the west. If it was linked 

to trade- communication- or exchange routes, these could have run through there. A 

river cleft passes west of this fort, connecting the Mawddach river valley to the 

Dolgellau valley. The view from Craig y Castell is focused on the junction of it and 

Dolgellau valley and its (possibly) two entrances are directed to the south-west and 

south-east. The conceivably monumental entrance and aspect faces the south-east 

and the fort was quite visible from the surroundings.  
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Castell y Waun’s location on the same hill to the north of Craig y Castell puts it closer 

to the Mawddach river valley but also quite close to Dolgellau Valley. Was it 

connected to possible ancient trade-, communication- or exchange routes, it is not 

clear to which of its surroundings it focused its efforts to. It was a very visible fort 

easiest reached from the south, west-south-west and north-east. The entrance lay to 

the north-west, the stone facing on the fort is best preserved in that direction and it 

has a good view over a north-eastern stretch of the Mawddach Valley. On the other 

hand, it also had a good view over the Dolgellau valley in the south-east and an easy 

access route past Craig y Castell from the south. 

Foel Faner and the forts on Foel Offrwm lie a few kilometres to the north-east of the 

junction of two large river valleys which could have been ancient trade routes. The 

valley leading north past the forts is a possible route between the northern stretch of 

Mawddach valley and the valley leading from Dolgellau far inland. Foel Faner would 

have been possible to spot by passing traders but its view is not focused to the river 

valley junction, but to the eastern slopes of Foel Faner and the western side of Foel 

Offrwm. It does not have a good view and possibility for control over any of the valley 

floors. Easiest to reach from the east, west and south, with its entrance to the north-

east, it was perhaps focused to the east.  

The higher Foel Offrwm fort was built in a quite visible location and its view gave its 

users the possibility of controlling possible routes passing through the Afon Wnion 

valley to the south and the valley running east of the hill. This fort is easiest reached, 

once one is up on the hill, from the south-west or north-west but its possibly 

monumental entrance and aspect lie to the east. The defences are also best 

preserved there. Taken together this seems to point to an eastern focus of the fort.   

The same possibilities apply for the lower Moel Offrwm fort judging by its position, 

view and aspect, but this fort was on the other hand highly visible from its 

surroundings. It is most accessible from the north or south, and its out-turned 

entrance lies in the south. Llety’r Hwsmon would have been very easy to spot by 

passing tradesmen or travellers, and its view has the same focus as the other forts 

on the hill, but covers more of the southern Wnion river valley. It is easiest reached 

from the north-east or south-west and have a probably east-facing entrance. In 

conclusion, if any of the three forts on Foel Offrwm were controlling possible trade 

routes converging in the south-west, extracting toll on the rivers or acting as trade 

nodes, they seem to have been focused to the east and south.  

3.3 Ritual and religion 

Several factors indicate that the forts of the study area could have been connected to 

ritual or religious uses. Keeping the unknown water level change from prehistoric 

times in mind, the placement of all forts of the study in connection to water could like 

at other forts hade had ritual or religious reasons. Foel Caethle, Graig Fach Goch, 

the forts on Mynydd Talygareg, Bwlch hillfort and Castell y Gaer were built close to 
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the Irish Sea. This indicates their possible ritual or religious connotations. As 

mentioned, the view or entrance orientation and easiest path of access of Foel 

Caethle, Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg and the view from Graig Fach Goch point to their 

focus towards the sea. The location of Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg, so close to where 

the Dysynni flows into the sea may also indicate ritual or religious aspects. 

All forts in the study save Castell y Gaer lie relatively close to a large river. Seven of 

the forts might have had a connection to a veneration of water. Craig y Castell, 

Castell y Waun, Foel Faner and the forts on Foel Offrwm were built within a few 

kilometres of the interfluve of the Mawddach and the Wnion rivers. Craig yr Aderyn 

lies circa two kilometres from the interfluve of the Dysynni River and the Afon Cadair. 

The only fort with a view and easiest access towards the northern interfluve is Castell 

y Waun. Llety’r Hwsmon’s view, entrance orientation and monumental features 

though seem in part focused towards the Wnion River. The view, entrance 

orientation, aspect, easiest way of access and possibly monumental features of Craig 

yr Aderyn indicates its possible focus towards the southern interfluve. Perhaps 

Castell y Waun and Craig yr Aderyn were controlling the access to interfluves 

conceivably connected to ritual or religion. Craig yr Aderyn’s placement would also 

have meant a possibility to control the access to the perhaps sacred Llyn Cau. The 

Tal y llyn hoard indicates that people in the Iron Age in the study area saw certain 

lakes as sacred.  

The two lakes of Cregennen lie just south of Pared y Cefnhir, and the view of the fort 

seem in part to be focused on these. Craig y Castell was built within about one 

kilometre of Llyn Gwernan that occupies the Dolgellau valley floor to the north-east of 

the fort. One of the entrances, monumental features, easiest paths of access and the 

view of the fort seems focused to the south-west – away from the lake but 

overlooking the route to and from it, from the south-west. Foel Faner was built about 

200 meters from a lake reservoir, and its view, easiest access and entrance 

orientation are focused towards it. In addition, the focus of the entrance orientations 

of the highest and lowest fort on Foel Offrwm, and the aspect of lower and higher 

Moel Offrwm are focused to the east, where a small lake called Llyn-Pwll-y-Gele lay.  

In a very general sense, perhaps the high located forts of Moel Offrwm (higher), 

Pared y Cefnhir and the not as high Craig yr Aderyn put in an exceptionally dominant 

position had some ritual or religious uses. They were built at 380m OD, 370m OD 

and 180m OD and are the only forts of the study placed on the highest summits of 

the heights they were built on. Craig yr Aderyn occupies the next highest summit of 

the crag – a large Bronze Age cairn occupying the highest.  

The remains found inside the hillforts could generally point to possible ritual or 

religious uses. The single roundhouse and potential central structure/Bronze Age 

cairn inside the lower Moel Offrwm could for example have been used as a spirit- or 

ceremonial house. In theory, the structures found in higher Moel Offrwm, Craig y 

Castell, Tal y Gareg, Castell y Gaer, Craig yr Aderyn, and possibly Llechrwyd could 
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also have had religious or ritual uses. According to some theories, the 

reconstructions and additions visible at Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch, Craig yr 

Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell and Moel Offrwm (higher) could have been 

connected to ritual purposes or strengthened social bonds. 

Eleven out of fifteen forts stand within one kilometre of remains with ritual or religious 

connotations. Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun were built close to 

concentrations of numerous Bronze Age cairns. The fort of Craig yr Aderyn was 

constructed on the next highest summit of Craig yr Aderyn, while the highest (a few 

hundred meters away) is occupied by a large ring-cairn. Perhaps the location of 

these four forts was chosen for their close connection to Bronze Age cairns. In this 

way, they could have had religious or ritual uses.  

A preference for eastern or north-eastern oriented entrances is visible among some 

of the forts (RCHAMW 1973b: 1972c; Bowen & Gresham 1967:165f; Wiles 

2004a:b:c:d:e:f:g: 2007a:b:c; Longley 1995:3ff:11). This can in most cases be 

explained when comparing them to easy routes of access to the forts, except for in 

the cases of Craig y Castell and the higher Moel Offrwm fort. This pattern is not 

strong enough to indicate a tradition of entrance orientation to the east connected to 

possible cosmological considerations.  

3.4 Defence and monumentality 

The individual contexts and aspects of the forts point to that their suitability for 

defensive uses varies. Ramparts, walls and banks could have been delimitations or 

of monumental use and have held several purposes. 

The fact that no forts today hold fresh water sources, that many small streams line 

their slopes and their closeness to resources points to their possible unsuitability as 

defence. An important factor that clouds the issue is the unknown exact change in 

water levels and land-use. There is no evidence for the fort users catching water in 

for example water tanks – but as mentioned no fort has been extensively excavated. 

The forts in the study furthest away from resources were the ones built highest; 

Pared y Cefnhir and the higher Moel Offrwm.  

Some of the forts seem relatively appropriate for defensive uses, but not ideal. Bwlch 

hillfort was built at an isolated hill with steep slopes to all sides, save for to the north-

east, where a slim less steep passage leads up the hill. Its good view over the small 

coastal strip south of the fort, the eastern side of the hill and the valley running north 

of it would have given it a good chance to control those areas. On the other hand, 

this fort has no view over the Irish Sea to the west and is not architecturally 

advanced. Was it used for defensive purposes; it seems to have been best protected 

to the east, north-east and south-east.  

Castell y Gaer is a much hidden fort, consisting of a today circa five meter wide inner 

bank, an outer bank with an in-turned entrance with a scarp and bastion towards 
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points of easy access to the fort. The view from the fort covers the least steep 

approach to the entrance, but barely anything else of the surrounding landscape. The 

fort is only protected by short steep slopes to the west and south-west, placed as it is 

at the flat part of a hill-slope on a hill-block near the sea. If this fort was used as 

defence, its hidden position and view over the easiest approach from the coast could 

have provided protection to the north-west. Its relatively developed entrance could 

also have been of some monumental value.  

Foel Caethle’s placement on a relatively isolated hill, lined by steep slopes to its 

eastern half and with a good view to the western coastal strip and the sea, gives it 

strategic advantages together with the fact that it is not very visible. On the other 

hand, its defensive value is lowered by its obscured view over the surrounding hill, its 

architectural simplicity and its accessibility from the west, where its entrance also is 

placed. Was it used for defensive purposes, the fort seems best protected to the 

east. Graig Fach Goch was built at a protruding part of a hill-block, framed by steep 

slopes only to the south and south-west. Its probable entrance was built to the south 

and would have been protected by these. The banks of the fort could have supported 

timber palisades, which would have made it stronger than it looks today. The fort is 

quite well hidden in the landscape and its view over the eastern side of the hillside it 

stands on, the entrance to Tal y Llyn Valley and the coastal strip and sea to the 

south-west possibly enabled it to control those areas. Was this fort used for defensive 

purposes, it seems most protected to the south and south-west.  

Castell Mawr has a well hidden position and view to the south over Mynydd Tal y 

Gareg and to the north-east over a northern valley. The view also covers one of its 

easiest and unprotected approaches, where its entrance lies. These factors would 

have given it a defensive advantage. It is though only lined by one short steep slope 

to the north and is quite easily reached from all other directions. Its banks, scarp and 

ditch – the scarp reaching 5.5m above the bottom of the ditch to the west and north-

west would have offered good protection in that direction. If this fort was used for 

defence, it seems best protected to the north.  

Castell y Waun’s placement circa 275m above the foot of a hill and a good view over 

its easiest paths of access, to the valley, east of the hill, part of the Mawddach 

interfluve and Dolgellau valley gives is a defensive advantage. Its entrance was 

placed to the north-north-west and it’s probably unfinished outer walls were built at a 

point lined by steep slopes, possibly providing protection. The fort’s walls are only 

one and one half meter thick today, and towards a point of easy access, there is a 

gap in the defences for about fifteen meters. This fort may not be finished, but seems 

to have only to provided relatively good protection if it was used for defence. The 

original facing of the wall, only preserved to the north near the entrance might have 

been of monumental value. 

The fort of Craig y Castell lies 240m OD, with steep slopes to the south-east, west 

and north. It is protected by a wall, possibly originally 3,5m wide and 2,5m high, built 
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in a strong technique. The fort’s entrances lie to the south-east and perhaps south-

west, the south-eastern one architecturally quite complex, incorporating a large rock. 

This entrance may have had a monumental use as well as defensive. With a good 

view over its closest surroundings, the valley of Dolgellau and valley junction to the 

south-west, this fort seems relatively well suited for defence, and would have had the 

best protection to the south-east.  

Llety’r Hwsmon’s placement at only circa 10m above the foot of the hill of Foel 

Offrwm would not have been strategically advantageous. It has steep slopes 

protecting it to the north and south and consists of a scree built rampart, today up to 

8m broad and a probable entrance to the east. Its good view over most of Foel 

Offrwm, the area to the south-east and north-east of the hill and all around its closest 

surroundings would have given it a defensive advantage, but the fort seems not to 

have been ideal for defensive uses.  

Foel Faner lies at 280meters OD lined by steep slopes in all directions save for to the 

north-east, north-west and south and has a wide view over the eastern side of the hill 

and the cleft between it and Foel Offrwm to the east. These factors would have made 

it relatively suitable for defensive uses. Its ditched mound would have provided 

further protection to the north. The fact that its entrance is oriented to the north-east, 

at a point of easy access lessens its defensive value. If this fort was used for 

defence, it seems to have been best protected to the north.  

Situated on the summit of an isolated hill circa 190m above its foot, with a good view 

over its closest surroundings to all directions save for to the north and north-west, the 

higher fort of Moel Offrwm has several strategic advantages. It is only closely 

delineated by short stretches of steep slopes to the north, south and east, but its in-

turned entrance with possible guard chambers lies above the eastern ones. The in-

turned entrance could have had monumental value. The centre of the fort and annex 

is much hidden, which might have been defensively advantageous. The main wall 

seem to have been sturdiest to the south-east and south, where an outer wall also 

protects it - but the other sides of the wall are so damaged that they may have been 

slighted. Perhaps the fort builders put more effort into the better preserved south-

eastern and southern part of the wall, for a monumental reason. Was this fort used 

for defensive purposes, it seems to have been best protected to the south east.  

The lower Moel Offrwm fort lies circa 110m over the foot of the isolated hill of Foel 

Offrwm, protected by steep slopes to the north-east, south-west and south, with a 

southern out-turned entrance and bastion. These features as well as the view from 

the fort over its closest surroundings except for to the south and a longer view over 

the area to the east, northeast and south of the fort would have been strategically 

advantageous. The developed entrance could also have given the fort some 

monumental value. The relatively simple architecture of the fort is disadvantageous 

from a defensive perspective.  
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Craig yr Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg hillforts seem most 

appropriate for defensive uses among the forts in the study.  

Llechrwyd is perhaps the fort best suited for a defensive use in the study. Even 

though it is placed only 70m OD, it is surrounded by extremely steep slopes in all 

directions. One needs to remember that the original slope to the north-west, today 

consisting of a quarry, is unknown. Llechrwyd’s relationship to Tal y Gareg hillfort is 

neither known. It is not known if they were contemporary, but in any case –Llechrwyd 

would have been a well-protected fort. If they were working together, Tal y Gareg 

would have protected the most vulnerable side of Llechrwyd fort: the quite steep rise 

to the north-north-east of it. Were they “opponents”, Llechrwyd was protected by two 

banks of a current 3.2 to 3.6 meter height and ditch of 1.9m depth towards Tal y 

Gareg. Llechrwyd has relatively developed and high defences and very steep 

surroundings. Its view covers the valley running to the north east of Mynydd Tal y 

Gareg, the Irish Sea and Broadwater delta to the south and the entrance to Dysynni 

valley. These factors give this fort many defensive advantages. Its developed 

entrance may also have had monumental value. Its obscured view to the north-west 

and north may lessen its defensive value. Was this fort used as defence, it seems 

strongest to the south and north-east.  

Tal y Gareg hillfort has a similar position, and is lined by steep slopes in all directions 

except for to the north and north-west. If it was contemporary with Llechrwyd and not 

co-operating with it, this fort seems to have been in a better position, set higher up 

with strong defences towards the lower fort. The easiest approach to Tal y Gareg fort 

from the north and north-west on the ridge is protected by the best preserved 

defences of the fort. Its view covers the Broadwater delta and Irish Sea in the south 

and the north-running valley to the east of the ridge, giving it possible control over 

these areas. The obscured view from the fort towards the west and north and the 

orientation of its entrance towards its easiest approach perhaps lessens its defensive 

value. Was this fort used for defence, it seems best protected to the east and south-

east.  

Steep slopes and difficult terrain surround Craig yr Aderyn in all directions, save for to 

the north-east, where an easier path of access runs to the south-east side of the fort. 

The developed entrance and strongest defences are directed to the south-east. The 

earlier fort has circa 4.5m high banks and an in-turned entrance and in the later 

phase, the outer banks, stone wall and ditch were added - containing more stone in 

sturdier building technique. In addition, the fort has a wide view over its easiest 

approach and both directions of Dysynni valley. These factors, together with the fact 

that the fort is not very visible would probably have made it a quite well defended site. 

One factor lessening its defensive value is that its outer defences are much less 

substantial in the south-west – making it vulnerable in that direction. This and the 

false trivallation, points to a possible monumental value of the fort. The elaborate 

second entrance incorporating a natural outcrop could have heightened the fort’s 
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impression of strength and might have had monumental uses. Was this fort used as 

defence, it is relatively well protected towards all orientations.  

The fort of Pared y Cefnhir, 370m OD is protected by steep slopes to all sides except 

for to the north-east, towards where its man-made defences stand. Along the 

northern and southern sides of the fort, natural rock barriers make up strong 

defences. Choosing a site with such components would have given the fort a 

monumental value. The main wall cutting off the ridge is today 3.6m thick and 1.2m 

high. Beyond the entrance to the annex in the north-east, a rock cut ditch protects 

both entrances. The easiest approach to the fort lies to the south between the main 

wall and annex, where they are not protected by the ditch. This approach is protected 

by a wall and natural rocks further down the slope to the east, but not to the south. 

The ridge but not the interior of the fort is highly visible. The view from the fort gives it 

good possibilities to control most of its closest surroundings. With all this in mind, this 

fort seems to have been well suited for defensive purposes. 

Something that might point to an importance of maintaining or improving possible 

defences is the fact that the hillforts of Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch, Craig yr 

Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell and Moel Offrwm (higher) show clear or 

possible evidence of having been added to or rebuilt in more than one phase. The 

better preserved or more elaborate fronts of Tal y Gareg, Craig yr Aderyn, Castell y 

Gaer, Craig y Castell, higher and lower Moel Offrwm also hints to a possibility of an 

idea of a public front and private back of the forts. The internal visibility of the forts 

can unfortunately not reveal much of the forts’ monumental or defensive value, since 

no fort is extensively excavated. Furthermore, five of the forts are somewhat larger 

than the rest, which may be a result of natural conditions or have a connection to 

their use or importance. 

3.5 Connections and interrelations 

No matter what uses the forts possibly had, one interesting question that may affect 

how they are looked at and analysed is whether they were connected in some way. 

Some of the forts were built very close to each other and some share architectural 

features – which raises the question if they were paired or shared a façade scheme. 

Were some of the forts paired or connected, this could have had an effect on their 

possible uses. 

The two clusters of forts in the study area are the group of forts on Mynydd Tal y 

Gareg and Bwlch hillfort to the south-west and the group of forts on Foel Offrwm and 

Foel Faner hillfort to the north-east. In addition, Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun 

occupy the same hill, lying circa 1.5 kilometres from each other. Because none of the 

forts are securely dated, their temporal relation is not known - which hinders the 

discussion. So-called paired forts could have existed in this area. The lower and 

higher Moel Offrwm could have been paired according to Waddington. Perhaps they 
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were contemporary paired forts with different specific functions. The higher fort show 

signs of much denser occupation, which fits the criteria.  

Tal y Gareg and Llechrwyd and Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun are possibly the 

forts in the area most likely to have been paired. Tal y Gareg and Llechrwyd lie about 

500m from each other, Tal y Gareg protecting the only easy route to Llechrwyd. Both 

forts are bivallate, and Llechrwyd perhaps contains remains of structures. Tal y 

Gareg have defences in both directions, seemingly of two construction phases and 

holds an inner enclosure or tower of unknown function and date. The fort has an 

approach-way that goes through the ramparts in the north-west, while Llechrwyd has 

an in-turned entrance. The fact that both forts had ramparts built towards each other 

could point to that they were contemporary but not working together. On the other 

hand, the fact that the only (remaining) relatively easy route of access to Llechrwyd 

goes right past Tal y Gareg could indicate that they were co-operating. Were they 

contemporary and working together, they would have protected each other –Tal y 

Gareg probably more than Llechrwyd, judging by its position.  

Craig y Castell and Castell y Waun were built about 1.5 kilometres from each other 

on the same hill-block. There are traces of several huts inside Craig y Castell, but not 

in Castell y Waun. Craig y Castell’s wall was built in a strong technique and the fort 

has a developed possibly monumental entrance, maybe a second entrance and 

potential traces of several huts. Castell y Waun has no monumental entrance or 

traces of interior structures, but a low outer wall and walling perhaps meant to link 

rock-outcrops outside the entrance. The outer walling and a large gap in the inner 

wall points to that this fort was never finished. Were these forts paired, Castell y 

Waun could have been protected by Craig y Castell –since one has to pass very 

close by it to reach Castell y Waun from the south. Castell y Waun’s view could also 

have strengthened the two forts’ potential control, since it reaches further north-east 

than Craig y Castell’s. The fact that the forts are not intervisible could in turn point 

against a possible co-operation.  

No matter if the forts were paired, the forts in the study area may have had contact or 

co-operated. Once again, their unsecure dating hinders a full analysis. Driver writes 

of possible façade schemes and what similarities or differences in several forts from 

a specific time-period in the same area could mean. 

Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Craig yr Aderyn, Castell y Gaer and the higher 

Moel Offrwm fort were all bivallate. The other forts were univallate. Foel Caethle, 

Llechrwyd, Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch and Castell y Gaer were embanked 

forts, while Graig Fach Goch and Craig yr Aderyn were built in both earth and stone. 

Craig y Castell, Pared y Cefnhir, Castell y Waun, Llety’r Hwsmon, the lower and 

highe Moel Offrwm and Foel Faner were all built in stone. This shows a pattern 

where forts closer to the coast were built mostly in earth and the ones further inland 

in stone. This probably depended on topographical conditions, the uplands being 

richer in stone - but could perhaps indicate contact or connections between the forts 
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using certain materials. At sites built in stone delineation could have been important. 

The forts with certain numbers of ramparts could perhaps also have been in 

connection, but no direct pattern in connection to this.  

Llechrwyd, Pared y Cefnhir, the early and later stage of Craig yr Aderyn and the 

highest Moel Offrwm fort had in-turned entrances, while Castell y Gaer and the lower 

Moel Offrwm fort had out-turned entrances. In addition, Castell Mawr, Pared y 

Cefnhir and higher Moel offrwm had annexes, Castell Mawr and Pared y Cefnhir to 

the north-east. These forts are not in close proximity of each other, which makes the 

meaning of their similarities hard to decipher. Perhaps they were connected by a 

similar time of use, culture, politics or something else. Craig yr Aderyn and Castell y 

Gaer have several respectively one rectangular structure near their entrance, and 

Llechrwyd and Craig y Castell have possible structures near their entrance. In 

addition the higher Moel Offrwm fort has round-house sites near its entrance, and the 

one roundhouse found in the lower Moel Offrwm fort was placed near the entrance. 

Perhaps some of these structures are modern and perhaps some acted as guard 

chambers. This similarity in internal layout could point to contacts or a co-operation 

between these forts.  

The architectural differences between close-lying forts in the area are interesting. 

Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg have dissimilar kind of entrances, as does Craig y Castell 

and Castell y Waun and the higher and lower Moel Offrwm forts. These differences 

could indicate that the forts were from different times, that they had different political 

or cultural influences and that they were not in co-operation. 

4. Conclusion 

4.1 What uses could the hillforts of southern Gwynedd have had? 

The forts’ proximity to lowland and upland resources, their south-eastern aspect and 

internal remains or proximity to traces of prehistoric agriculture show their suitability 

for occupation. Craig yr Aderyn, Foel Faner and the lower and higher Moel Offrwm 

though are not connected to agricultural remains. The forts in the study could as well 

have been part of systems of transhumance or seasonal collection. Transhumance 

would probably have been difficult in Pared y Cefnhir, Llechrwyd and the higher Moel 

Offrwm fort because of their steep slopes and/or high locations. On the other hand, 

the higher Moel Offrwm and Pared y Cefnhir forts have annexes that may have had 

pastoral uses. The annexes could also have been delimitations for an elite class or 

some craftsmanship.  

The rich metal resources in the study area open the possibility for production and 

working of metal in the forts. The northernmost forts of the study lie close to Iron Age 

iron working sites and possible prehistoric worked gold-resources. In addition, Foel 

Caethle was built close to silver and lead resources as well as potential prehistoric 
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copper mines. The Tal y Llyn hoard also points to possible metal production centres 

in the study area.  

Only the higher Moel Offrwm fort has visible internal traces of a dense or long-lived 

occupation. The lower Moel Offrwm fort holds one known round-house, and its 

isolated relatively central placement perhaps indicates some special use. There are 

also remains of internal structures in Castell y Gaer, Craig yr Aderyn, Craig y Castell 

and perhaps Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg. This point to their conceivable use for 

occupation. The fact that no traces of internal structures are visible inside the other 

forts could suggest that they were used as communal centres, had other uses than 

occupation or simply be a result of that they have not been excavated. In addition, 

the one kilometre proximity of Bwlch, Castell y Gaer, Craig y Castell, Castell y Waun, 

Llety’r Hwsmon and perhaps Pared y Cefnhir to prehistoric, Iron Age or Roman Iron 

Age settlement remains indicates their connection and possible uses as some form of 

communal centres.   

All forts lie in locations close to either valleys, rivers, uplands or coastal strips or 

several of these features that have the possibility of having been used as routes for 

trade, communication or exchange in the past. Every fort may have been used as a 

trade node, but Pared y Cefnhir and Llechrwyd’s inaccessibility perhaps makes them 

less likely for such a use. Regarding the question of possible controlling uses over 

communication-, exchange- or trade routes and natural resources as well as 

defensive uses – the forts seem suitable or unsuitable to a varied extent. After the 

analysis of the forts’ settings, view, visibility, accessibility and architecture a few 

potential answers to this question were revealed.  

Foel Caethle hillfort seems best suited to control the coastal area to the west and 

perhaps east but is best defended to the east. Graig Fach Goch is quite well 

protected, mostly to the east and south, and has possibilities for control over the 

entrance of Tal y Llyn valley, the coast west of Foel Caethle and the Happy Valley 

pass. Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg hillforts are quite easily defended forts to all 

directions, but their view is focused to the south, east and northeast while they are 

most vulnerable to the west. They seem best suited for control and defence towards 

the south, east and north-east. Their interrelationship is not clear, but would have 

affected such uses. Furthermore, Bwlch is somewhat protected to the south and east 

and would have had best control over the southern coastal strip, eastern side of the 

hill it sits on and the entrance to the northern valley. Castell Mawr is not very well 

defended albeit best protected to the north while it has a potential to control the 

northern approach to Mynydd Tal y Gareg and the valley north of it. 

Craig yr Aderyn is an easily defended fort in all orientations, but it seems focused to 

the south-east and also has the best possible control to the east over the Dysynni 

River and valley. A fort that appears quite unsuitable for defensive or controlling uses 

is Castell y Gaer. It has the best protection and control to the north-east. In contrast, 

a fort much appropriate for defensive uses with most potential for control over a 
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stretch of the Dolgellau valley and a stream cleft leading into this is Pared y Cefnhir. 

In addition, Craig y Castell is quite well suited for a defensive use, mostly towards the 

south-east and for control over a stretch of the Dolgellau valley and its junction with a 

small river cleft. Castell y Waun is less probable to have provided good protection 

and control. It has some possibilities to control a part of the Dolgellau valley and the 

Mawddach interfluve, and its defensive efforts seem directed to the north. This fort 

though may be unfinished. 

The Higher Moel Offrwm fort is well suited for defensive purposes, and is best 

protected to the south-east. Its view gives it potential control over a river valley and a 

valley to the south respectively east of the hill. The same possibilities for control 

apply for the lower Moel Offrwm fort, which is not quite as well suited for defensive 

purposes. Llety’r Hwsmon could also have controlled the area to the east but also the 

valley to the south. It is not very suitable for defence, and is most protected to the 

south-west. Finally, Foel Faner hillfort is relatively well suited for defence and its 

possibility for control is greatest to the eastern side of the hill it sits on and the 

western side of Foel Offrwm.  

On another note, the proximity of all forts to either the Irish Sea, rivers and lakes or 

several of these features points to potential religious considerations regarding their 

locations and uses connected to ritual or religion. Especially interesting from this 

perspective are the interfluve locations of the forts on Foel Offrwm, Foel Faner, 

Castell y Waun and Craig yr Aderyn hillfort. Craig yr Aderyn’s unusually spectacular 

setting and its relation to a Bronze Age ring cairn and the Tal y Llyn hoard point to 

possible religious or ritual connotations of the fort. Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell 

and Castell y Waun lie close to clusters of Bronze Age cairns, indicating similar 

connections. Furthermore, the high locations of the higher Moel Offrwm fort and 

Pared y Cefnhir might have some religious connotations. Reconstructions visible at 

Tal y Gareg, Castell Mawr, Bwlch, Craig yr Aderyn, Pared y Cefnhir, Craig y Castell 

and the higher Moel Offrwm could according to some theories have had ritualistic 

undertones.  

Another question addressed is the forts’ possible connections. A pattern is visible in 

which the forts closest to the coast were constructed mostly in earth and the more 

inland forts in stone. This could perhaps point to some link between the forts in these 

two groups. In addition, similar architectural features and internal organisation of 

some groups of forts could also indicate this. Some of the forts might have been 

paired, and shared or divided up their uses. There are indications of that the higher 

and lower Moel Offrwm forts, Llechrwyd and Tal y Gareg and perhaps Craig y Castell 

and Castell y Waun were paired. Were they paired; it would have affected their uses, 

most clearly perhaps giving them possible defensive advantages. 
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4.2 Personal reflections and recommendations for further research  

The forts of this study have many differences but also some possible connections. An 

interesting and unexpected pattern revealed by the analysis, is that many of the forts 

seem focused towards the inland and not the coast. In addition, the several possible 

ritual or religious connotations of Craig yr Aderyn and Castell y Gaer’s proximity to a 

high number of settlement remains and to the remote high mountain of Cadair Idris, 

is interesting. In addition, when studying the southern Gwynedd area, it seems clear 

that there are several appropriate locations for hillforts besides those that are known. 

These aspects deserve further investigation, and archaeological excavations would 

be vital in such analyses. Studies including the parameters that did not fit in this 

thesis or were inaccessible would perhaps also result in more clarity. To answer 

many of the questions discussed and to some extent answered in this thesis, 

excavations of the hillforts and their archaeological settings needs to be performed. 

Hopefully this thesis will create a greater interest in this area. This would contribute to 

the overall hillfort studies in Britain.  
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